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Change on the way
for the l(lamath Basin
By Eliz.abeth Grossman
, , Nearly 9000 acres of permanent marsh are found on
Lower Klamath," reads an
interpretive sign ac Lower Klamath
National Wildlife Refuge which straddles the Oregon California border
south of Klamath Falls, Oregon. But in
late July, the "permanent marsh" was
an expanse of dry cracked mud. Ibis,
egrets, avocets, stilts and white pelicans waded in pools evaporating in the
hot sun.
With less than thirty percent of
average precipitation, 2001 is one of the
Klamath Basin's driest years on record.
In April, in response to the drought, a
federal court ordered the Bureau of
Reclamation, which controls Klamath
Project irrigation water, to curtail water
deliveries to the project. This action
was taken co maintain water levels in
Upper Klamath Lake required by
Endangered Species Act protection of
endangered short-nosed and Lost River
suckers and the Klamath River's threatened coho salmon, fish vital to the culture of the Basin's native tribes and
livelihood of coastal fishermen, tribal

and non-tribal alike.
Six of the last ten years have had
less than normal rainfall yet 2001 was
the first time the Bureau withheld
water from Klamath Project irrigators.
The local response was vehement.
Signs protesting the government's
action sprouted like opportunistic
weeds throughout the basin. Near an
official "Welcome to Klamath Falls,"
sign was a handmade placard declaring,
"U.S. Betrayal on Water is Destroying
Our Community." Angry irrigators and
their supporters sec up camp at the project's dam on the Link River, staged
protest rallies and twice illegally
opened the headgates allowing water
to spill symbolically into irrigation
canals.
Withholding
water from the
Klamath Project also means withholding water from the Lower Klamath
National Wildlife Refuge, which only
receives diverted water after project
farms. Drying the refuges jeopardizes
not only waterfowl that flock there year
round, but also the estimated 950 to
1000 bald eagles that winter there - the
largest grouping of eagles in the lower
48 states.

All spring and summer news
reports were filled with tales of farms
about to blow away in a cloud of dust
and of an agricultural community
brought to the brink of financial disaster by government agencies and environmentalists who care more about fish
than people. "We're not talking about a
drought. It's about water being
demanded for those species downstream," said Dave Solem, manager of
the Klamath
Irrigation
District,
expressing doubt about the ecological
crisis.
"I don't begrudge the farmers disaster relief but chis is not a disaster
caused by the ESA," said Glen Spain of
the Pacific Coast Federation of
Fishermen's Associations.
In late July, the Bureau of
Reclamation determined that Upper
Klamath Lake held more water than
previously
estimated,
enabling
Secretary of the Interior Gale Norton
to authorize an emergency release of
75,000 acre-feet of irrigation water but none for the refuge.
In August, the Oregon Natural
Resources Council and other groups
CONTINUED
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Wilderness at a time of war
By Paul Koberstein
ailing among the thousands of islands and inlets
along the central coast of British Columbia is the
place to be when the world goes mad. But when you
return home, you feel like you've been time-warped to a
separate universe.
To those of us on the Ocean Light II, the only thing
different about the morning of September 11 was the
light rain that fell, the first after many days of sun.
As we sat down to .breakfast, we didn't know about
the tragedies already taking place in New York and

S

COMMENTARY
Washington, or that at that very moment the president
was jetting to a bunker in Omaha. From our moorage in
Khutze Inlet, a deep fjord in the heart of the Great Bear
Rainforest, we were making plans to sail to Indian River
Falls on Princess Royal Island, home of kermodie ursus,
the mysterious spirit bear, not plans to buy Cipro.
We arrived at the falls around noon, and still hadn't
found out. Then our skipper, Tom Ellison, called the airport for a float plane to take Monika Marcovici, a photographer from Vancouver, B.C., to another part of the coast.
The airport said the skies were closed. No plane could
come that day, and probably not the next. For the rest of
us, transportation home was equally uncertain.
And then the horrific details began to trickle in.
Eavesdropped on marine radio, we listened to conversations among people on ocher boats in the area and their
loved ones back home. Having sac through hours and

hours of CNN, these strangers satisfied our need for
information. Two days later, the threats passed, the skies
reopened and we all made our flights home. I vowed to
bring as much of the wilderness back with me as I could.
I reflected on the words of Roderick Nash, author of
"Wilderness and the American Mind," who once wrote
chat protecting the British Columbia coastal rainforest
would create "a splendid monument to the human capacity for restraint, and a gesture for planetary modesty."
The events of September 11 and the weeks thereafter suggest humankind is more intent on turning monuments into rubble. I don't mean just the bombs exploding in so many places, but the logging in ancient forests,
the onset of global warming and oil development in sensitive places. For instance, within days it became clear
that drilling may occur in the Arctic National Wildlife
Refuge, which Alaska Sen. Frank Murkowski says could
produce oil in two years if need be. British Columbia is
now considering a plan to open its coastline to drilling, at
places not all that far from Khutze Inlet. New pressures
to drill along the Rocky Mountain Front in Montana will
be veLy hard to resis.t_b!ational security is being invoked
as the cause for action in each case.
But as people are drawn together in times of great
tragedies, so are they are also drawn co nature. Wilderness
is a place far removed from humankind's anger and
threats, a sanctuary from the violence, a land where it is
still possible to connect with one's self in complete solitude and peace. We know that battles to protect wilderness are never won, only lost. Wilderness will always
need active protection, and never more so than at this
time of war.
•
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filed suit against the Bush administraFreeway in San Bernardino County
tion for failing to provide Lower
the state's last highway building
Klamath National Wildlife Refuge
project. i Davis, a [).emocrat, us~
with water required by the ESA for
bald eagle protection. A month lacer,
the road's ribbon-cutting ceremony
the Justice Department announced
to underscore the state's fundamenthat the refuge would receive approxital shift in transportation planning
mately 6300 acre-feet of water to profrom one of automobile
tect the eagles. Refuge managers and
supremacy to one that
conservationists noted that while
emphasizes road
helpful, chis water is bur a fraction of
improven.,ents and mass
.,..~,,.. what is necessary to provide adequate
transit like trains and buses.
habitat for all the birds that rely on
But with more people coming
Klamath refuges. The Bureau will also
to the state, along with a
provide the October water deliveries
required for eagle protection.
willingnes. s to commute
Complicating Klamath water alloto work:from distant
cation is the fact that over half the irrisuburbs, the densely
gated acres in the basin are outside the
traveled,.frequently
project, and not dependent on federal
backed-up freeways are likely
water deliveries. These farms were
to flow freely anytime soon. Arid
able co use as much water as they
then there's always the Bush/Norton
wanted to all season long.
factor -· new Republican governor
Klamath farmers' difficulties did
gets elected and environmentallynot begin this year. The 1200 to 1500
wise poli~es are undercut with,,
project farms that currently rely on
short-creed fiscal ones.
agriculture for a substantial portion of
their income have seen their primary
crop prices drop over the past decade,
Lapse Dancing
largely because of changing market
President Bush wants to slash ..~
conditions.
Between 1969 and 1997,
size of the Environmental Protection
Klamath
County's farm income
Agency's enforcement staff in
declined over 90 percent. "The econoWashin~n State and the EPA's
my of farming here over the last five or
regional $,ffices by 8 percent. or.,l,70
six years has not been very good," says
positions, Administration officials
Shelly Buckingham
whose in-laws
favor reducing federal oversight and
have farmed in the project since 1947.
providing_ more resources to the
"The main reason," she believes "is a
more global economy. Water shortages
states, wtjo would ge,:t $25 million in
and the ESA are a small pare of it."
new grants for enforcement
The Oregon Natural Resources
activities. But both the
Council,
WacerWacch of Oregon and
EPA's inspeaor general
ocher
conservation
groups are working
and the Environmental
with Klamath Basin farmers and their
Working Group's analyses
congressional delegations on a plan
of EPA data have documented
which would appropriate money co buy
widespread lapses in enforcement
land from willing sellers within the
of federal clean water and clea11
project to retire it from irrigation,
air laws by other states. A
reducing demands on the basin's overspokesperson for the General
allocated water. This land would be
added to the national wildlife refuges
Accounting Office said the move
and used for wetlands restoration.
could harm overall efforts to
Farming and development
have
enforce laws designed to protect ·
drained
over
75
percent
of
the
the environment. Whether many
Klamach's
original
wetlands,
creating
state agencies are unable or simply
problems for wildlife, water quality
unwillingJ:o vigorous!}: enforce "
and storage.
federal environmental laws, especially
So far, says Andy Kerr, a leader in
those related to monitoring and
ONRC's efforts in the Klamath, there
punishing water polluters, is
are about 70 willing sellers. These
un-known. But evidence suggests
include Buckingham's husband whose
that the problems are widespread.
interest in such a program cost him the
presidency of the Tule Lake Growers
Association. Funding for land acquisiMoney Trumps Health in
tion would be in addition to the $20
Idaho's Toxic Corridor
million in federal relief for affected
If the U.S. Environmental Protection
farmers Oregon senators Gordon Smith
Agency's plan for Idaho's Silver Valley
and Ron Wyden obtained in July.
goes through, it'll be a mean a
"Given current events," says Kerr, "it
desperately-needed cleanup for a
will be increasingly difficult to find the
worrisome corridor that covers
money necessary."
Northeast Washington and the
On October 2, Oregon's senators
requested an additional $148 million in
Idaho panhandle. The proposed
federal aid for Klamath Basin farmers.
$359 million plan would purge toxic
On October 3, Rep. Greg Walden, Rmining wastes that have accumulated
Ore., proposed additional economic
there for more than a century.
relief for project farmers and the
Things are such a mess in the
"Sound
Science for Endangered
area from Mullen, Idaho, near the
Species Act Planning Act of 2001" (HR
2829), which would require peerCONTINUED
ON PAGE 5
reviewed science when implementing

the ESA. And at Interior Secretary
Norton's
request,
the National
Academy of Sciences is now reviewing
the science on Upper Klamath Lake's
endangered fish and Klamath River
coho.
The Bureau of Reclamation estimates chat in 2001, Klamath Project
irrigators received about half a normal
year's water - either from irrigation
canals or wells. There is no doubt that
2001 has been a year of serious hardship for the Klamath farming community. Bue co blame these problems on
the biological requirements of fish and
wildlife, or on those who would protect
them, is woefully simplistic. To sustain
any truly viable farming in the
Klamath, water allocation throughout
the basin must work with nature rather
than in spice of it. The Oregon and
California delegations are now discussing legislative solutions co address
such fundamental long-term changes,
but legislation may not make its way co
the floor before this Congress
adjourns. could be appropriated to buy
land from willing sellers within the
project co retire it from irrigation. This
land would be added co the national
wildlife refuges ·and used to restore
wetlands. So far, says Andy Kerr, a
leader in ONRC's efforts in the
Klamath, there are about 70 willing
sellers. Any funding co acquire land
would be in addition co the $20 million
in federal relief for affected farmers
obtained by Oregon's senators Gordon
Smith and Ron Wyden in July. "Given
these times," says Kerr, "it will be
increasingly difficult to find the money
necessary."
On October 2, Oregon's senators
requested an additional $148 million in
federal aid for Klamath Basin farmers,
for new irrigation wells, restoration
efforts and new studies of water and
wildlife conditions in the Basin. On
October 3, Rep. Greg Walden, R-Ore.,
announced his latest proposed legislative solution co the Klamath crisis.
Walden's bill, the "Sound Science for
Endangered Species Act Planning Act
of 2001 (HR 2829)," would require
independent peer-reviewed science
when implementing the Endangered
Species Act, and additional economic
relief for project farmers. Smith has
made a series of administrative proposals to mitigate the crisis, which include
screening of certain irrigation canals,
improving upper Basin instrearn water
storage and fish habitat. Canal screening to protect fish has been the subject
of lengthy litigation between environmentalists and che government.
Interior Secretary Gale Norton has
asked the
Iational Academy of
Sciences co review scientific and technical information about the endangered fish in Upper Klamath Lake and
Klamath River coho salmon. And the
Bureau of Reclamation has also
announced it would provide the
October water deliveries co the Lower
Klamath National Wildlife Refuge
required by the Endangered Species
Act to protect bald eagles.
A recent summary of the Bureau of
Reclamation's water deliveries indicate
that Klamath Project irrigators have

received about half a normal year's
water - either from irrigation canals or
wells. There is no doubt that 2001 has
been a year of severe drought and serious hardship for the farming community, or that economic conditions have
exacerbated
these difficulties. To
blame these problems on the biological
requirements of fish and wildlife - or
chose who would protect chem - is
woefully simplistic.
For any truly
viable farming co be sustained in the
Klamath, the allocation of water within the project and without - will
have to work with nature rather than
against or in spite of it. The legislative
solution that will address such fundamental long-term changes is now
under discussion by members of the
Oregon and California delegations but
may not make its way co the floor
before the end of chis Congress.

Salmon may
lose protection
under the ESA
n August 1998, the federal government decided co protect coho
salmon on the Oregon coast under
the Endangered Species Act.
In
September 2001, a federal judge in
Eugene ordered the government co
strip away that protection. He may also
have punched a hole in an effort
underway since the 1980s co use the
ESA as the most important tool for
restoring
dwindling
salmon runs
throughout the region.
Judge Michael Hogan ruled that
the National Marine Fisheries Service
had mistakenly protected just wild
coho, rather than wild and hatcherybred fish. "The NYIFS listing decision
creates the unusual circumstance of
two genetically identical coho salmon
swimming side-by-side in the same
stream, but only one receives ESA protection while the other does not," he
said in his 21-page ruling, issued
September 10.
Industry groups hailed the decision, which for now applies only to the
coho in Oregon. Irrigation and power
interests have urged NM F'S to extend
the ruling co strip ESA protections for
stcclhead, spring-summer chinook,
sockeye and fall chinook on the Snake
River, along with middle Columbia
steelhead, upper Columbia steelhead
and upper Columbia spring chinook. If
the government removes these fish
from the Endangered Species List, the
chances of removing dams on the
Lower Snake to protect them may vanish altogether.
Indian tribes also expressed support for the ru Ii ng, as it may lead co
greater use of hatchery fish to supplement depressed wild runs.
The Alsea Valley Alliance, represented
by the
Pacific
Legal
Foundation,
filed
the
lawsuit.
Originally the alliance was concerned
about the practice of clubbing hatchery
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Fresh looks at stories we've been watching

Harsh Punishment
for Young ''f colerrorist''
Who is a terrorist? After the horrific September 11 acts, is it fair to also
call a young man who secs trucks on
fire, vowing not co harm a living creacure in his quest to reduce America's
pollution, a terrorise? This summer Jeff
"Free" Luers, a 22-yeair-<QJUi radical
environmentalist, was sentenced co a
staggering 22 years and 8 months in
prison for two arson incidents in
Eugene, Oregon. His co-defendant,
Craig "Critter" Marshall, is serving
five years, after having accepted an
earlier plea-bargain in the case. The
men ignited empty vehicles at a
Chevrolet dealership causing $40,000
in damage, and were accused of
attempting to ignite a gasoline tanker
at Tyree Oil Co. to which Luers denies
involvement. Luers emphasized that
"we were going to see that no life was
injured. Going in we agreed that if for
any reason we cou Id n 't meet chat
requirement that we were going to
back out." For Luers it was an act of
protest to draw attention to the excessive contribution Americans make to
the world's air pollution, claiming that
the American lifestyle is destroying
ecosystems and affecting the rest of
the world. "This guy is like a gift to
humanity" one of Luers' supporters
told the press, "I mean it full on, a gift
to this world - and this is what they do
to him."

Bush's Secretary of Energy Spencer
Abraham, and a review of the decision
ordered instead.
· The new report favors maintaining
the facility for production of medical
isotopes, a proposal pushed by the private company ANMS. Several watchdog groups, including the Government
Accountability Project and Heart of
America Northwest, say the report is
tainted because a number of its preparers worked for either A MS or one
of its contractors. The groups say the
apparent conflict of interest warrants
an investigation by the Department of
Energy, and call for banning ANMS
from future FFTF work.
Other critics say the need for medical isotopes from FFTF is bogus. The
Council
on Radionuclides
and
Radiopharrnaceuricals, Inc. a coalition
of industry users of such medical isotopes, said in a letter to Abraham that
it "does not believe the FFTF is the
best-suited DOE facility to produce
commercial and research radioisotopes
for nuclear medicine," chat the FFTF
was poorly suited geographically for
"rapid distribution of short-lived
radioisotopes, which are commonly
used today in nuclear medicine procedures" and that FFTF does not have
the ability to make many medical isotopes.

Idaho RctiuistWins
ford Rward

The US Department of Energy
released yet another report which considers possible future missions for
Hanford's Fast Flux Test Facility
FFTF nuclear reactor. A decision
based on the report is expected in
October. The FFTF was ordered shutdown in January by the Clinton
Administration, but the shutdown was
once again halted in April, this time by

Barbara Miller, leader of the Silver
Valley People's Action Coalition, has
won a prestigious award from the Ford
Foundation for her efforts to rid northern Idaho communities of toxic lead
contamination caused by decades
of mining in the Coeur d' Alene
River basin. The award comes
with a $130,000 check. Miller,
whose work was profiled in
the
November-December
2000 issue of Oascadia Times
("Out of the Earth, Into Our
Lungs) was one of 20 social
activists nationwide co receive
the award. The Ford
Foundation is a grantmaking organization chat
honors people who have
improved life for ochers.
Miller has worked in the

fish co prevent them from interbreeding with wild fish.
Scientists have long known that
hatchery fish have been a factor in the
decline of wild stocks. Studies show
they weaken their wild counterparts in
a number of ways. Hatchery fish prey
on wild fish, compete for food and
habitat, transmit disease developed in
the hatcheries, interbreed with wild
fish and weaken them genetically. And
in ocean fisheries, the harvest of hatchery stocks inevitably snares a percentage of wild fish.
The Pacific Rivers Council, a

Eugene-based group chat filed petitions
to list the coho in the early 1990s, plans
to appeal
the decision.
"The
Endangered Species Act is absolutely
by far the most effective tool co protect
salmon. Just the threat of a listing has
caused things like complete reform of
the Central Valley project to protect the
chinook stocks down there, and the
removal of the dams on the Elwha River
(in Washington)," said Tryg Sletteland,
the PRC's executive director.
"People don't realize you can't
keep growing hatchery fish without
wild brood stocks - otherwise you end

HanfordReactor
Keeps Getting Hotter
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face of intense community pressure to
shut her up. She has been subjected to
harassment on countless occasions.
Politicians in Northern Idaho take
sides with mining companies who tend
to deny the extent of the damage
they've caused. "I don't chink we'll
have a parade," Kellogg Mayor Roger
Mangum
told
the
Spokane
Spokesman-Review
after hearing
about Miller's award.

Sea Otters Rapidly
Disappearingfrom
R laska Coastline
Recent aerial surveys show a
severe decline in sea otters along
Alaska's coastline, home to 90 percent
of the world's sea otters. Numbers had
already declined by 70 percent along
the Aleutian Islands.
ow the surveys
show sea otters in the northern Alaska
Peninsula have declined between 36
and 56 percent since 1986, and southern Alaska Peninsula numbers have
plummeted more than 90 percent in
the same period. The survey also
showed that sea otter numbers in the
Kodiak archipelago have dropped 40
percent in just seven years. Various
faccors are cited for the declines.
However killer whales are thought to
be the primary cause of the dramatic
drop. Biologists say the killer whales
may be consuming sea otters because
their preferred diet of Steller sea lions
have become scarce. The National
Marine Mammal Laboratory in Seattle
is currently studying killer whale numbers in Southwest
Alaska.

up with such a stupid fish after severaJ
generations if you don't have wild
genes in the eggs you are using,"
Sletteland said.
The Oregon Department of Fish
and Wildlife said Hogan's ruling would
have no affect on state efforts to protect fish. "This agency is not altering
its current effort to manage fisheries in
a way that maximizes hatchery catches
and protects wild coho populations,"
said Lindsay Ball, ODFW director..
"Any changes to state laws or regulations will occur only after a long deliberative process."
•
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BELLINGHAM,

Washington

-

ast winter if you took a deep
breath of air in downtown
Bellingham, you could have filled
your lungs with acrid, cancercausing chemicals. A chorus line
of antique diesel-burning genera, tors belched soot into the air just
yards away.
You might have thought you were
in 19th century Pittsburgh, not in this
seemingly pristine corner of the Pacific
Northwest, at the dawn of the 21st century. The American Lung Association
ranked Bellingham air quality as the
very best in the nation from 1997 to
1999. But as increased pollution from
power plants wafted overhead, people
here were wondering whether they had
sacrificed clean air as the price for keeping the lights on.
With an energy shortage gripping
the West, communities everywhere are
facing this difficult choice. But it's a

false choice. The Northwest has an
unprecedented opportunity today to
develop energy sources that do not foul
the planet. These sources - solar, wind,
geothermaland conservation - could
ready meet all the region's future needs.
Instead, efforts to develop these sources
are being smothered by a stampede of
new fossil fuel plants, often built with
less than the expected standard of
installing the best available pollution
control technologies. And the newer
plants will emit massive quanitities of
carbon dioxide, a greenhouse gas, while
in many cases draining overtapped
· rivers and aquifers for massive amounts
of water needed for power plant cooling.
A typical plant can suck up enough
water to supply a small city. And each
new gas-fired plant will drain billions of
dollars from the Northwest economy in
payments to out-of-region natural gas
supplies and profits to developers.
Proponents of these plants say they
will emit far less pollution than older

plants, particularly those that burn coal.
But there's no evidence the dirty plants
are closing; rather, reliance on those
plants is expected to steadily increase
over the next two decades, according tothe Energy Information Administration,
a federal agency.
Cascadia Times has also learned that
state and federal officials have been
signing secret agreements exempting
some new energy facilities from air pollution rules. (See Page 15.) These
agreements were signed with no opportunity for public comment by the
Environmental Protection Agency, and
state and local environmental agencies
in Oregon, Washington and Idaho. In
the agreements, the states give up their
right to enforce portions of the Clean
Air Act. This will allow large increases
in air emissions. As part of the deal, a
gas transmission subsidiary of Pacific
Gas & Electric gets permission to
expand its natural gas pipeline and
pumping stations in the Northwest,

enabling increased deliveries to power
plants in the Northwest and California.
There is no coordinated regionwide
campaign working to stop chis stampede. I nstead, from Bellingham tO San
Jose, Calif., and many places in
between, community groups are taking
on the new power developers:

• In San Jose, residents criticized a
plant being built a half-mile from their
homes; the plant would emit 4 cons a
day of carbon monoxide, toxic compounds, particulates, sulfur dioxide,
ammonia and nitrous oxides.
• In Madras, Ore., more than 100
residents recently attended a meeting
to question why a proposed Cogcotrix
Corp. plant in their community should
be allowed to drain 3 billion gallons of
water per year out of their aquifer.
• In Bellingham, 500 citizens submitted sworn declarations indicating

CoverB------------------device could cue chat by a huge amount
in every installation.
"Everyone is saying 'build more
oil, more gas, more coal planes.' I'm
saying, we've got plenty of energy. We
shouldn't even be chinking of making
more until we've used what we have
more efficiently."
The Northwest Energy Efficiency
Alliance views things similarly. The
Alliance is a unique consortium that
includes nearly all electric utilities in
the Northwest; state governments of
Idaho,
Montana,
Oregon
and
Washington; public interest and environmental groups in the region; and
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efficiency industry representatives.
They help identify, test and deploy
innovations char can make .significanr
cuts in regional electricity use.
"We provide what you might call
'pre-venture capital' - the money co do
the initial demonstrations that can give
credibility to very innovative, but still
young technologies," says Margie
Gardner, executive director of the
Alliance. "We can cross utility service
territory lines, work with one skilled,
focused staff, and target areas that we
see as generating the biggest savings
for the investment."
Lamb and Ron Woodard, former

president of Boeing's Commercial
Airplane Group and current president
of MagnaDrive, the company he, Lamb
and a third partner formed, approached
the Alliance for help when they were
getting started in 1999. They needed
credibility, technical and marketing
support, and money. It was just the sort
of project the Alliance was looking for.
MagnaDrive had a produce with
tremendous potential if it could be
proven.
An initial investment of $1 million
was offered to help demonstrate the
technology in a variety of industrial,
commercial and agricultural (for irrigation pumping) applications. The following year, another $1. l million was
provided co continue the demonstrations, compile and distribute the
results and help with marketing.
"The Alliance was a wonderful
source of technical support," says
Woodard. "They understood the energy needs and savings potential. They
helped us see how to market chis. They
had a wonderful group of consultants
who really helped us out. And of
course, at that stage, we really needed
the financial support."
The results of this partnership
have been overwhelmingly positive. In
every one of the 50 current installations, the MagnaDrive coupling device
is performing at or better than anticipated. Energy savings range from 20 co
66 percent. Maintenance and equipment replacement costs have been
reduced substantially. In Idaho, where
it was tested for irrigation pumping, the
Department of Water Resources called
it "bullet proof."
Daishowa's Terry Dotson is so happy with his results he thinks
MagnaDrive couplings should be
"designed right in on every new application. It's an absolutely fantastic idea
from a mechanical point of view," he
says. "It solves a lot of headaches.
You're going to see longer equipment
life. You'll see better running equipment, smoother, requiring a lot less
energy. That's what we're looking for
in American industry today. That's
what this coupling does."
So Jerry Lamb thinks maybe his
coupling device should be mandated
for every industrial motor in use. He's
already talked
co Washington's
Governor Gary Locke about the idea.
"I cold Governor Locke flat out: 'I
wai;ic a mandate. I wane my device on
every motor shaft.' Of course, if I want
a mandate, I've got co be sensitive co
not hurt anybody. You know, you can
change a light bulb, and that's not
going to hurt anybody. Or add a windowpane that's more efficient, and that
won't hurt. Changing speed control
devices - well you've got to be very
careful. Some controls are very complicated, very expensive and not very reliable. But mine has no detrimental
effects. This is the best technology. It
enhances the entire system. It makes
the motor cycling very flexible, maintenance goes down, and reliability goes
up. You can put these on and start saving energy a lot faster than you can
build a power plant."

Lamb has this vision. "Twenty
years from now, we'll look down at
earth and everything will be run by
magnets. We'll wonder, since this is so
much cleaner, so much more efficient,
so simple and sturdy, why did we ever
use anything else? Why did we ever do
things any other way?"
Which leads to Governor Davis.
"I've got to get Governor Davis here
because he's got these big problems,"
Lamb explains. "He's crying to solve
transportation and energy problems
with technologies nobody is going to be
using in a few years. I could really help
him."
So Governor Davis, if you're reading
this consider yourself invited. Jerry
Lamb has a special attraction up in
Washington that he'd like to show you. It
just might make your job a lot easier. •

Carlotta Collette writesfrom Portland.

Renewable Project Northwest
www.rnp.org
Northwest Energy Coalition
www.nwenergy.org
Northwest Power Planning Council
www.nwcouncil.org
Northwest Energy Efficiency Alliance
www.nwalliance.org
Vulcan Power
www.vulcanpower.com
Stirling Energy Systems
www.stirlingenergy.com
The Utility Reform Project
www.turn.org
Oregon Climate Trust
www.climatetrust.org
For more resources, go to the Cascadia
Times web site, www.times.org
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9alpine b~rnishes a green
image on its way to £he top
TURNER,

his little farming community in
the Willamette
Valley has
become one more dot on an
•
increasingly crowded map of
places targeted for new power
plants.
Calpine Corporation, a San Josebased company with designs on being
the biggest energy producer in North
America, has come co Turner with
plans co build a 620-megawacc facility
at the south edge of town. Though
Calpine is hardly a household name,
some experts are concerned that
Calpine may become big enough to
exert influence over the electricity
market. Calpine launched the largest
power development program in orth
America in February when it said it
would develop 70,000 megawatts of
electric generating capacity by the
year 2005. "It will be the cleanest and
most modern electric generating fleet
in the country," Calpine chief executive officer Peter Cartwright said in
the statement. Calpine plans to build
10 of its new plants in the Northwest.
Ac a town meeting here recently,
Calpine officials touted their plant as
an environmentally friendly solution
to energy shortages. A spokeswoman
said the plant's emissions of carbon
dioxide - a greenhouse gas chat contributes to global warming - will be
"offset" by investments in green projects. She also said its emissions of
dangerous nitrogen oxides and other
pollutants "frankly are so low we'll
have a hard time measuring them."
While such claims may burnish
the company's "green" image, and
possibly defuse local opposition, neither is quite accurate.
Only 8 percent of Cal pine's global-warming emissions at the Turner
plant would be offset; the company
spokeswoman didn't disclose to folks
at the meeting that the remaining 92
percent - about 2 million tons per
year - will still wreak havoc with the
global
climate.
Calpine's
10
Northwest plants, if built, would produce nearly 18 million cons ofCo2 per
year, according to the Bonneville
Power Administration. Total C02
emissions from all of Cal pine's existing and proposed plants could
approach 300 million tons per year.
Each plant will produce emissions of
nitrogen oxides, volatile organic com-
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pounds, ammonia and soot that arc
indeed measurable. Citizens groups in
Turner, San Jose, Calif., and elsewhere have expressed strong health
concerns over these emissions, some
of which can cause cancer.
It's Calpine's taxes, however, chat
may be too low to measure. The city
of Turner has granted Calpine a $20
million property tax break for five
years - a decision that cou(p cost
public schools in Oregon about $10
million. ·Calpine may further reduce
costs by as much as $10 million by hiring non-union labor, a typical company practice, according co labor experts.
Noc that business is bad - earnings
for the first six months of 2001
increased by 400 percent over the
same period last year. Calpine's net
income soared at a rate of growth SO
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proposed plant would emit
into our neighborhood's air per
year is unacceptable for a
residentialarea. The fact that
e already emit many tons of
nitrogenoxide into the ai
hroughoutthe County, mostly
rom cars, is exactlywhy we
don't need any more."
-The Santa Teresa Citizen Action Group.
percent higher chan North Carolinabased Duke Energy, twice as high as
Houston-based Dynergy and three
times that of Atlanta-based Mirant.
Some of those gains may have been
ill-gotten, and may have helped contribute co the energy crisis throughout
the West with impacts ranging from
blackouts in California co dead salmon
in the Columbia River. The California
grid operator has identified these
companies as among energy merchants chat "bilked" the state out of
$8.9 billion in wholesale electricity

The Sierra Club ran this newspaper
ad promoting Calpine's proposed natural-gas power plant in San Jose. Calif.

overcharges. Of chat, the state claims
Calpine owes $236 million. Calpine is
negotiating a settlement, though it
says the state's claim is coo high.
Though sometimes successful,
community groups are finding that
taking on the energy industry is not
easy. The power brokers flash vase
sums of money. Calpine officials told
residents in Turner that the company
had a fund of $4.5 billion financed by
22 banks. \Vhecher Turner residents
will support Calpine's
bid here
remains co be seen, though chey
wouldn't be the first to reject this particular proposal. Officials in nearby
Woodburn
and Salem
spurned
Calpine when it previously asked for
permission co build the same project
in chose communities.
While power developers nurture
relationships with all of the big players in the energy game, ic's a game
Calpine seems to excel at. The next
director of the Federal
Energy
Regulatory Commission is expected
to be a Calpine lobbyist, Phil .Moeller.
The San Jose Mercury reported that
"Calpine has worked hard to make
friends in the state Capitol, spending
about $320,000 on lobbying in the first
half of this year." At the time, the
Mercury said, "Calpine's average
price per megawatt hour of $223 was
only slightly less than the $225
charged by Mirant and the $236
charged by Reliant, two companies
(California Gov. Gray) Davis has singled out for charging exorbitant races
for power."
Calpine has also proved adept at
winning support from major environmental groups. Boch the Sierra Club
and the Natural Resources Defense
Council supported a new natural gasfired power plant in the San Jose,
Calif., area, as it would help alleviate

the state's energy crisis and would
emit less pollution than readily available alternatives. Bue local citizen
groups, Cisco Systems, and Public
Employees
for
Environmental
Responsibility
(PEER) expressed
strong concern about air pollution
impacts. This plane is about the same
size - 600 megawatts, enough co
serve 600,000 homes - as the Turner
proposal.
"The 186 tons of nitrogen oxide
(NOx) that the proposed plant would
emit into our neighborhood's air per
year is unacceptable for a residential
area," said one local group, the Santa
Teresa Citizen Action Group. "The
fact that we already emit many tons of
nitrogen oxide into the air throughout
the County, mostly from cars, is exactly why we don't need any more." The
plant would emit more than 1,200 cons
per year of pollution, including
Ox,
carbon monoxide, tiny parcicu late
matter, ammonia, and organic compounds.
There are lingering concerns that
the San Jose plant may have been an
environmental
mistake.
In
a
September 12, 2001, letter to the
California
Energy
Commission,
PEER said the project apparently was
approved only because the commission's sea ff was under "enormous pressure" co gee behind it. Important
questions about air quality, PEER
claims, were ignored, possibly in violation of the California Air Quality Ace
(CEQA). "The need for additional
power should not superccdc the laws
that have allowed California co balance a booming economy with environmental
protection,"
Karen
Schambach, PEER's California coordinator, said in the letter.
The commission has denied the
allegation.
•

One Earth, Two !Choices
"We have the stage set for the next
energy crisis," Freedman says. "The
in arid areas with serious shortages or
next energy crisis will occur when nat:1.8
tight supplies for people, fish and agriural gas prices go through the roof yet
culture. The city of Spokane's sole
again. Consumers will be exposed to
source of drinking water, the Rathdrum
the impacts of these high prices."
:1.4
Aquifer, may be damaged by plans to
When that might happen is anysupply cooling water for four natural gasbody's gas. But last December, the
burning plants across the border in Idaho.
National Energy Board of Canada
1..0
warned that western Canadian gas
• Salvage obsolete turbines to
fields are getting depleted. Every year,
generate power at a Willamette
increasing numbers of wel Is must be
0.6
Industries' facility in Albany, Ore., and
drilled just to maintain production. A
elsewhere. Though these gas-fired turpipeline to bring natural gas from
bines produce 10 to 20 times more polAlaska's Arctic is not expected to be
0.2
lution than new turbines, the Oregon
built for anocher decade at least.
Department of Environmental Quality
We can avoid a future crisis by
turned down requests by citizen groups
shifting to alternative sources, like
to force Willamette Industries to install
wind, solar, geothermal and conservapollution-preventing
scrubbers. In
tion. "Unlike fossil fuels, the costs of
_Id.. __
......,
Sedro Woolley, Wash., angry citizens
.,_..___
renewable generation are stable and
forced the city to reject a similar plant. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ predictable, as opposed to the inherent
price fluctuations associated with fossil
The biggest player
in the
fuels," Freedman says. "Developing
Northwest is Calpine Corporation, a
renewables as a protection against the
San Jose-based developer with 10 proprice volatility of fossil fuels will proposed new plants in the region (see
tect consumers from price spikes and
Page 8). It's among 23 developers that
provide long-term
rate stability.
have announced plans to build 46 new
Moreover, increasing the amount of
natural gas-fired
plants
in the
renewables in the state's energy portfoNorthwest between now and 2005,
lio will reduce demand for natural gas
yielding possibly as much as 23,000
and should therefore lead to lower
megawatts of power. But perhaps only
prices and reduced electric and gas bills
half of these plants will actually be
for all consumers."
completed by 2010, a recent state of
Power production in the West is furWashington study says. Meanwhile,
ther complicated by its reliance on hydro.
another 24,000 megawatts worth of natHydro is a renewable resource but is not
ural gas power planes are in the works
considered particularly "green" because
in California.
of conflicts with fish. Last summer, as the
"They're the crack cocaine of
Northwest experienced one of its worst
energy development,"
says Sara
droughts ever, hydro production on the
Patton, director of the Northwest
Columbia was stepped up to meet enerEnergy Coalition. "The numbers are
gy needs, especially in California. Dam
horrifying, but there's no way they're
operations became deadly for millions of
all going to be built."
Chart at top shows that Portland air is as dangerous as anywhere in the West. when measalmon in the Columbia
River.
sured for benzene density per square mile. Plans call for a~ many as 22 new power plants
President Bush's new national
along the Columbia east and west of the city. At bottom. a view of solar power plants using
Alternative energy resources, if they
energy policy, if it passes in Congress, the "concentrated solar power" design.
existed, could have helped save these
would feed the boom. It calls for the
fish.
construction of 1,300 to 1,900 new pow- already at record highs and rising.
twisting the Oregon system to make
Freedman and others maintain that
er plants by 2020; almost all would be Plants proposed in the Northwest if their power plants seem greener than western states should take aggressive
fueled by coal, natural gas or nuclear. built would emit nearly 100 million they actually are. Calpine, for example actions that would steer the region down
The plan was written in close consulta- tons per year of carbon dioxide to the told residents at a town meeting in a different path. The energy shortage
tion with industry; conservation groups atmosphere,
according
to
the Turner, Ore., that they wo~J~ offset may have caused great harm throughout
were hardly-consulrcd.
--BoAnev~I I e--Powe-r -AEl-mi-r:tistrati-efh--G0-2-emission-s.,-without-elan~Y-•ng-the-rh-eWesr,-burit-did-presem-an-unusua-1
Such heavy reliance on new gas- Though the U.S. pledged in Kyoto co fact that the offset would be quite small. opportunity for investment in renewfired power plants could have huge eco- reduce C02 by 7 percent below 1990 In fact, Calpine's proposed plant would ables and other· alternatives. Some
nomic impacts, draining enormous sums levels, reducing carbon dioxide emis- add 2.3 million to~s C02 a _year co th_e states, like Nevada and California, are
of money from the region and potential- sions is not pan of the Bush plan.
atmosphere. Calpine cold '?'urner r~s1- making certain chat significant amounts
ly destabilizing consumer prices. Each
"It would considerably increase dents that that overall au pollution of alternative resources are part of their
240-megawatt gas-fired turbine will carbon dioxide emissions, when large from the plant would be "too small to energy mix. A survey of energy policies
transfer up to $54 million out of the decreases are needed," says Arjun measure." In fact, they would amount in the Northwest shows that states
Northwest each year, or up co $5 billion
Mahkijani, president -of the Institute co several tons a day.
strongly favor building new fossil fuel
over the lifetime of the plant, according for Energy and Environment Research,
plants, while giving little support for
to a 1993 study by Portland General a Washington, D.C.,-based think tank.
alternatives:
Electric. Most of chis money will go to
A new Oregon law cut COZ emisCanadian suppliers of natural gas. sions by new plants in that state. The
• Some states have passed
"Twenty plants chis size would cause an law specifies that power developers
strong laws requiring the developeconomic loss to the N orthwest of must offset 17 percent of their emissions
ment of renewable power, but none
between $64 and $208 billion," PGE with payments into a fund that makes
are in the Northwest. Nevada recently
said.
investments in projects designed to
passed a "renewables portfolio standard"
By comparison, a typical renewable reduce C02 in the atmosphere, such as
In 2000, the price of natural gas requiring 15 percent of all utility sales to
project, such as a geothermal plant, tree planting or car pooling. But at best, skyrocketed 400 percent, the sharpest come from renewables by 2013, and 5
would actually add co the regional econ- these projects will reduce COZ from energy price increase in U.S. history, percent of that must be solar. This
omy. A 1991 report by the Oregon new power plants by only 6 to 8 percent, hammering the public with huge heat- approach is likely to yield more than 800
Office of Energy said a hypothetical according to a Portland-based non-prof- ing and electric bills. Just as suddenly, megawatts of renewable power. If utili100-megawatt geothermal plant would it that manages the fund, the Oregon a year lacer, the price collapsed. ties fail co comply, they muse pay a
pay some $5 million in taxes and royal- Climate Trust. The remaining 92 per- Consumers should be worried about penalty equal to twice the cost of comties to local governments.
cent will still spew into the atmosphere. future price shocks, says Matt pliance. As a result, a boom in renewable
These fossil fuel planes would Though the benefits sound small, no Freedman, policy director at The
projects is raging in the desert. Similar
accelerate U.S. emissions of carbon other state has any such requirement.
Utility Reform Project (TURN) in San laws are in effect in several other states,
· dioxide, the principal greenhouse gas,
· Some power developers seem to be Francisco.
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By Robin Klein

t the height of the West's energy
crisis this year, a power baby is
being born. The Northwest
welcomes the massive Stateline
Wind Generating Project, with
enough power to serve 70,000
households in eleven western states.
It straddles the Oregon-Washington
border near Pendleton.
Though its 260 megawatts still
represents "just a small niche in our
supply," says Terry Hudgens, president of PacifiCorp Power Marketing,
it is a significant step toward embracing wind power for future energy
needs. PacifiCorp Marketing is purchasing the power from the facility's
owner, manufacturer and operator,
FPL Energy of Florida.
The project is on schedule to be
in full operation by December 31, says
Dave Kvamme, spokesperson for
Pacificorp Power Marketing. As conceived, the Stateline project would
have been the world's largest such
wind power facility. But the discovery
of a colony of Washington ground
squirrels at the site on the Oregon side
compelled FPL Energy to reduce the
number of turbines from 450 to 400 to
avoid construction in the squirrels'
hibernation area. The ground squirrel
is listed as endangered in Oregon.
The project provides the best
demonstration yet that advances in turbine technology enhancing efficiency
have made wind a viable contender for
meeting today's energy needs.
"There are plenty more wind
resources in the area," says Kvamme.
"Hopefully we can eventually expand
to 300 megawatts and then more."
Sited on productive farmland near

The Stateline Project will be the Wesfs largest wind power facility. serving more than one-third of Portland's residents and 70.000 households in 11 western states.

the Columbia River power grid, the
poject pays farmers for use of their
land without disrupting crop production. The project costs $300 million,
producing power comparable in cost
to power from natural gas-fired plants.
The greatest criticism against
-wirrd power has- been the number of
birds killed by wind turbine blades,
dividing the environmental community in its support for wind power.
Although wind energy is generally
considered environmentally friendly
(because it generates power without
emitting air pollutants or greenhouse
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excellent

gases), the potential for avian fatalities
has delayed and even significantly
contributed to blocking the development of some wind plants in the U.S.,
according to a recent report by the
National
Wind
Coordinating
Committee, an organization comprised-of "vind power developers, utilities, state regulators, environmental
groups and conssumer advocates.
Arguments against wind power
have been largely overcome through
increased sophistication of wind turbine technlology, improved site
selction and better data collection.
Recent data shows that bird kills
caused by wind turbines arc small
compared to other factors, the NWCC
report says. Wind turbines kill 10,000
to 40,000 birds a year, but house cats
kill 100 million. The turbines are a
relatively minor cause compared with
buildings, vehicles, power lines and
communication towers.
"Even if wind plants were quite
numerous (e.g. 1 million turbines),
they would likely cause no more than
a few percent of all collision deaths
related to human structures, the _
report says.
Stateline will greatly expand wind
power in the Northwest, from the current total of about 70 megawatts.
Dozens of other projects are in the
works throughout the region, with the
potential of producing another 1,000
megawatts or more in the next few

~L_~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

years. In the long term, the region
could produce 133,000 megawatts,
mostly in Montana. California produces 1603 megawatts of wind power,
with another 455 planned.

Estimatedannualbird collision mortalityin the U.S.
Between 100 million and well over
1 billion birds are killed annually due to
collisions with human-made structures.

Vehicles:
60 - 80 million

Buildings and windows:
98 - 980 million

Power Lines:
tens of thousands to 174 million

CommunicationTowers:
4-50 million

Wind GenerationFacilities:
10,000- 40,000 (presumes 15,000
commercial wind turbines in the US)
Source: Avian Collisions with wind turbines: A summary of
Existing Studies and Comparisons of Avian Collision Mortality
in the United States; NWCC August 2001
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including Maine, which requires 30 percent of all its power to come from renewable sources. A bill requiring 20 percent
renewables in every utility's portfolio is
likely co pass in Sacramento next year.
It's projected to result in 2,500
megawatts of new renewable power, billions of dollars in new investments and a
crush of new jobs. A recent report by the
Union of Concerned Scientists says the
law would help avoid recurring energy
price spikes, rolling blackouts and air
emissions. It would also save consumers
billions of dollars when natural gas
prices rise again.
• Efforts to promote renewables
in the Northwest are weak or nonexistent. Oregon and Montana collect
money from utility customers to subsidize renewable energy development,
while Washington and Idaho do not.
Oregon's "system benefit charge" for
renewables amounts co four-tenths of 1
percent of all electric bills. Bue there's
concern the program will lead to a trickle of new projects, when a flood is needed, and a similar program in California
has not been successful. California has·
collected $100 million for renewable
projects, but only 20 percent of the
money has been spent. California
learned that subsidies for renewable
power help, but utilities won't significantly increase the power they buy from
renewable sources unless they are
forced by Jaw to do so, says Freedman.

•

,

Glass Mountain

Renewable energy resources around the Northwest are few and far between.

"The costs of renewable generationare !stable and predictable,
as opposedto the inherentprice fluctuationsassociatedwith
fossilfuels. Developingrenewableswill protectconsumers
from price spikes and provide long-termrate stability."

• Northwest states seem far
more eager to promote fossil fuel
plants than renewables. A new
Oregon law speeds up the building of
gas-fired plants. At least two power
plants are already moving forward under
these fast-track proceedings, in Marion
and Columbia counties. Oregon no
longer reviews the need for power from·
new gas-fired plants; they can be
-Matt Freedman, The Utility Reform Project
approved if the developer pays a fee
based on carbon dioxide emissions.
Washington Gov. Gary Locke this year 800 megawatts of wind power.
proposed
geothermal
projects
in on fossil fuels is conservation. Bue utili.---w-a·iv_e_d7'·"'-c'le_a_n_a_i_r_r_u'le_s.,_t_o'b't~1i"l-d.-m_o_r_e,._g_a_s_.. .: . . :.-'-----'2----'---'-----'--=-------!cN~o-r!....t~h-er-n~C..ca=:.liforma,
but confhccs wiffi-·ty~1"'n-=-=v.,.,e""st;;::m,.-e""n"'t""s-:-;m:-,;c"""on'-"s"'e--rv=
...a""y=---plants. Montana has the potential to
• Geothermal: This still-prornisNative American cultural traditions and small, have shown an extreme dropoff in
develop a whopping 116,900 potential
ing resource has been stymied in the the threatened northern spotted owl the last six years. (See Page 17). After
megawatts of wind power, but is more Northwest, despite strong public inter- could block them.
1994, the region dismantled many of its
interested in exporting electricity from est. A significant geothermal reserve at
programs. A regional energy plan crafted
burning coal, the dirtiest fuel of them Newberry Crater in Central Oregon
• Solar: Stirling Energy Systems, in 1991 called for 1200 megawatts of
all. Montana would need upgrades in could supply enough electricity to light of Phoenix, Ariz., is developing a tech- savings over the next decade, but the
transmission lines to bring either wind Seattle, but after years of talk nothing
nology that could radically change the region saved only 700 megawattS - still
or coal power to market. And Oregon, has happened. In the early 1990s the prospects for large-scale solar developenough to power all of Seattle, but only
Washington and Idaho have signed
BPA blew $1 O million in an effort to ment, Jong considered not feasible.
59 percent of the goal. At today's prices, n
:a,,
agreements with the EPA waiving air kickstart geothermal developrrienr at Called "concentrated solar power," it the region could reduce electricity con- OI
n
quality rules on natural gas pipeline Newberry, signing a contract with could produce enormous quantities of sumption another 2000 and 2400 :a,,
11:11
expansion projects.
CaIEnergy, a developer that did not con- electricity. The best sites are in Nevada, megawatts without asking anyone to
Even with these obstacles, renew- trol the resource. In 1999 Portland
but promising sites can be found in the scale back their activities, according to
able energy development activity is General Electric and Eugene Water & southeast corner of Oregon and else- the best existing estimates, now six i,.,
bustling throughout the region:
Electric Board agreed co buy the power where. In addition, a culture of home- years old. Utilities and public agencies OI
from a different developer, Vulcan grown solar energy is emerging, with have cut energy planning programs, and
• Wind: The Stateline Wind Power Co. of Bend. But the Oregon help from a Portland-based non-profit, as a result have no idea how much ener- §Bonneville
Environmental
gy could be saved. One bright spot is gProject, developed by Florida Power and Public Utility Commission wouldn't the
Light and marketed by Pacificorp, is even allow a hearing on the merits of the Foundation, and the Oregon Energy efficiency. As the Northwest Energy
under construction near Walla Walla. It proposal, bowing to the wishes of envi- Trust. The Shakespearean Festival in Efficiency Alliance, and inventors like o
Jerry Lamb .(see Page 16) have shown ~
would have been the biggest wind pro- ronmental and consumer activists who Ashland, Ore., and homes and businessgject in the country, but had to be scaled were demanding a greater say in siting es on Orcas Island, in Washington's San us, ingenuity can reducing energy use.
Whether we can summon the pol it- ~
back to protect habitat for the ground renewable projects, and despite signifi- Juan Islands, are examples of people
ical will to make that happen is another g
squirrel, a threatened species in Oregon. cant potential benefits for the region's meeting a portion of their electrical
economy,
consumers,
salmon,
air
quality
needs
themselves.
question. The energy choices we make
It will still be the biggest in the West.
and global climate. The BPA, meantoday may well secure our children's
The Bonneville Power Administration
The easiest way to reduce reliance
future, or seal their fate.
•
plans to sign contracts to buy another while, has thrown support behind two
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Energy's
McJobs Burn
Out Quickly

Politics slow geothermal development in Oregon
everal
miles
everywhere Power Plan, estimated that 350
beneath Earth's surface is hot, megawatts of geothermal could be
dry rock being heated by the developed through 2010. Other estimolten magma directly below mates of potential geothermal elecit. We're standing on a resource tricity range as high as 1500
that could easily supply the megawatts.
energy needs of the entire world for
PGE's study lists Oregon's
centuries.
Newberry Volcano, located some 30
Today, geothermal power is miles south of Bend, as the region's
poised to make a major breakthrough.
best potential geothermal site, based
Few other energy sources are as clean on its resource of large amounts of hot
At least 46 new natural gas-fired plants are proposed in the Northwest. at these and possibly other sites.
(emits little or no greenhouse gases), water (above 350 degrees F).
reliable (average system availability of Geologists have found water as hot as
95 percent), and homegrown (making 600 degrees F, the hottest in North
us less dependent on foreign oil) as America. Newberry could produce
geothermal. What's different now is 700 megawatts of electricity, enough
that geothermal is almost as cheap as to power 700,000 homes. Other top
fossil fuel, and the difference has sites include Medicine Lake, Military
been shrinking.
Pass and Grass Mountain, California;
Max. Pennitted
Geothermal energy is already a Meager Creek and Pebble Creek,
Nitrogen Oxides
significant supplier of electricity to British Columbia; Lakeview, Oregon;
Energy
Emissions
the western grid, with 2800 megawatts Raft River, Idaho; and Mount Baker,
(Parts per million)
Net
Output
(MW)
Annual
Average
Date
installed in California, Nevada, Utah, Washington. Another dozens sites
and Hawaii, according to the U.S. have a moderate to high potential for
Department of Energy. Recent scud- producing electricity.
Newberry Crater in Central Oregon features Paulina Lake. left. East lake right and plenty
· h
fi
of geothermal possibilities.
·
·
res ave identi ied nearly 300 western
PG E's study also found that geotcommunities in 10 states with poten- hermal power is as cheap or cheaper to project solves all the financial and Oregon Legislature had determined
tially useable geothermal resources the consumer as natural gas power in environmental problems, it can still the decision wasn't PGE's co make.
within 5 miles.
virtually any economic scenario. And get sideswiped by politics.
Instead, she said, a 1999 ·Jaw vested
But while the Northwest has that's without factoring in the enorThat's what happened in 2000, the decision with an independent
numerous potential sites, and is gen- mous sums of money that would flow after Portland General Electric agreed entity - the Oregon Energy Trust.
erally recognized as a prime location into the pockets of out-of-region nat- in principle to a deal with a developer Others, however, maintain that PGE
for development, it produces no pow- ural gas suppliers and developers. The that would have brought the first 30 still could have gone forward with the
er from geothermal generation. Not loss to the Northwest over the life of megawatts of Newberry power to the project if it could have obtained the
for lack of effort: a 1993 study by just 20 new plants could be as much as Northwest grid. "We have the opportu- Public Utility Commission's approval.
Portland General Electric said more $208 billion, PGE said.
nit)' to create a sustainable power
However, in 1996, Renewable
than $100 million had been spent on
That said, building a geothermal source that can benefit both our cus- Northwest and ocher groups had
exploration and development.
project is still no easy task. Production comers and the environment," Walt insisted on PGE funding Newberry.
---+h@-N0r-thwest-Fewer-P-la-r-1ni-A-g---costs._a_litde_m.o.x:e_than_c.o.nY..e111iona~--:P:::o::lflo~c~k~a"::'P':G~E':--"-'se~n.!!ic::.or~v.!. ::ic'...::e~r~e:::c:s.:.::id:!.::e~n~t,L_-;W~h~e~n~P:...:G~E'
~u~rc~h~a~s~e~d....!b!:i..._.=E~n~ro~n~,~L-.....w~a~s
Council, in its 1991 sources, and while pollution is next to said at the time. But a year later, the RNP was among several groups that
Regional
nil, environmental issues can still kill
Oregon
Public
Utilities signed a "memorandum of undera project. And even if a
Commission rejected the plan. standing" calling for PGE to build just
Not even
environmental that kind of project. PGE went ahead
groups supported the deal; and asked for bids, only to see the
they . wanted control over groups turn their back on the project
which renewable projects get four years later.
built in the state.
"I find this very troubling because
"It was an awkward set of it set back the major green baseload
circumstances," says Rachel
project in the Pacific Northwest by
Shimshak, executive director of two or _ three years," said Sieve
Renewable Northwest Project, a Munson, CEO of Vulcan Power, a
Portland-based organization. "It partner of PGE in the Newberry prohad nothing to do with how valu- jeer. Vulcan owns leases on the west
able the resource is. Everybody side of the crater.
hopes a project will be developed at
Meanwhile, the Oregon Energy
Newberry and that there will be a Trust will make decisions on how the
market for it."
state invests a few million dollars a
Shimshak and others opposed the year in renewable energy projects
way PGE proposed to pay for the pro- once it gets up and running next
jeer. The utility planned to earmark a March. The Trust will spread that
tiny fraction of everybody's utility
money over numerous projects,
bills - about four-tenths of 1 percent though it's doubtful they will add up
to cover the higher price of to as much renewable energy as
Newberry's power. PGE was obliged Newberry would produce.
Geothermal Resources
to spend that money on renewables
Newberry had been sunk before.
anyway, but Shimshak said the
fil!ffil Fair-Moderate
Good-Excellent
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Source: Clean Air Permits, for NOx emissions; for all other information, Bonneville Power Administration, August 2001.
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CALPINE

Survey of selected plants shows they don't all use the best pollution corurols.
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Calpine and
other
power
developers are
touting
the
potential
economic benefits
their
plants
would bring to
commumties.
However, in
practice a $350
million power
plant may provide less economic benefit
to a community than the opening of a
new McDonald's.
Even a massive power plant is so
fully automated that it would provide
between 3 and 35 new jobs. Those jobs
are highly specialized; the company will
import most oftllose new worlrernmtre·r,-1--------'Lthan train and hire local workers from
what is often a rural community.
A McDonald's, in contrast, can offer
as many as 40 new jobs.
A community could profit from a
new power plant in two ways. First, during construction, up to 1,000 workers
could be employed over a period of two
years, creating a payroll of around $30
million. If local construction workers are
hired, the community stands to obtain
$30 million. But in practice, many
developers import most of their construction workers. They rely on their
favored contractors rather than hire
locally.
In Hermiston, Ore., Calpine used
its favorite contractor, TIC, a Colorado
company. Only 21 percent of TIC's
employees were hired from the
Hermiston area, according to ocuments
filed with the Oregon Energy Facility
Siting Council. In other words, in the
local community only motels, restaurants and liquor stores benefited, but
few others. In Chehalis, Wash., TIC
imported workers from Argentina rather
than hire locally.
A second way a community could
benefit is from increased property tax
revenues from assessments on a $350
million plant. Again in Hermiston,
Calpine obtained a tax holiday for five
years or more so there will not be any
increased taxes until far into the future
- if ever.
Calpine has applied for tax break at
its proposed Turner, Ore., facility.
Cogentrix has obtained a tax break for
their $500 million plant proposed for
Madras, Ore. In Rathdrum, Idaho, local
officials enthusiastically touted tax benefits from a new Cogentrix/Avista power
plant. But a newly discovered wrinkle in
state law meant that all the increased tax
revenues would go to the state, not to
the local governments.
•
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Capturing solar's unlimited potential
Projects big and small trigger a wave of solar power
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wave of unprecedented solar
power development activity is
sweeping
the
Northwest,
spurred by utilities that are promoting it to their customers.
According to Renewable
Northwest Project, solar energy offers
more potential than any ocher renewable resource in the region. The
Portland-based group estimates the
potential supply is greater than
200,000 average megawatts, and can
be produced anywhere.
But so far, solar power projects are
distinguished
from other energy
sources by their small size. The City
of Ashland, for instance, produces 30
kilowatts of solar power at four locations: the Southern Oregon University
Library, Ashland Post Office, the
Oregon Shakespeare Festival and the
Ashland Civic Center. Financial support
from
the
Bonneville
Environmental
Foundation have
made this and several similar projects
possible.
A recent Renewable Northwest
Project survey shows that 16 utilities
are selling "green power" to about
18,600 homes and businesses, paying
premiums ranging as high as $50 per
month for the service.
While the Oregon Office of Energy
sees this trend continuing, it doesn't
foresee the development of largescale
solar power stations, like the vast photovoltaic solar farms in the Mojave
Desert. "Large-scale solar-thermal
power generation is not practical or economical anywhere in Oregon," the
ag._eru:y_s.a_y__s._oo its web site.
Maybe the folks at the energy
office should meet David Slawson. He
says making electricity from solar
power is about as simple as using a
magnifying glass to fry an egg on an
Arizona sidewalk, · and experts at the
U.S. Department of Energy agree
with him.
In the 1980s, Slawson was owner
of a massage school in Portland, the
East-West College of the Healing
Arts. He bought a home in the southeast part of the city, moving in from
rural Clackamas County. "I became
very aware of car fumes, mixed with
diesel bus fumes," he says. "It
seemed like a river of air pollution."
Soon he found himself at the local
library investigating a web of interrelated problems: global warming, air
toxics, deforestation. "I came across a
book cal led the Phoenix Project: solutions for global warming, ozone
depletion, urban pollution and acid
rain: A transition to a renewable energy policy." He read it twice and called
the author.

The best solar sites are close by. in Nevada. Good sites can be found in California.
southeast Oregon and southern Idaho. But solar power can be developed anywhere.

He became convinced that the megawatt of installed capacity.) A 10.8
best solution was co make fuel from the square mile CSP facility can generate
sky. "The only way to hedge against as much power as Hoover Dam and
the future volatility in the electrical reservoir, which covers 257 square
marketplace is to correct this imbal- miles of landscape while flooding the
ance of energy options by building 20 Colorado River. Considering the land
to 50 percent of the energy mix into required for mining, concentrating
solar power plants also
renewable based electrical power generation sources," he says. "It can be
use less land than coal
easily done if we get the political will."
power plants, accordBut how? He discovered an
ing to the U .S:
under-used technology known as
Department
of
"concentrating solar power," or CSP. A
Energy. The techCSP dish consists of a field of mirrors
nology can also prothat reflect sunlight back to a focal
duce hydrogen for
point. Behind the focal point are tubes
of hydrogen that, when heated,
expand to turn a turbine.
ernonstra uons of._t_h_e_t_ec_h_n_o_l_og_y
_
have been producing electricity at the
University of Nevada-Las Vegas and
at a Boeing research facility in
Huntington Beach, Calif. Next year
new demos will be installed in South
Africa, Spain and Italy. The federal
government has provided $6 million
in funding for 40 additional plants.
Just how much energy does
Slawson think he can produce?
"Just 30 minutes of sunshine
would provide the world with 100 percent of its energy needs for a year,"
Slawson says.
A few comparisons illustrate the
potential. A CSP unit can produce
three times as much electricity per
square meter than a traditional photo-·
voltaic installation. (Photovoltaics is
the direct conversion of sunlight into
electricity, using semiconductor materials in solar panels.) A 250-kilowatt
CSP plant composed of ten ZS-kilowatt dish/engine systems requires less
than an acre of land. (A photovoltaic
system uses about 5 acres for each

fuel cells. A 100-square mile facility
could displace all the fossil fuel
burned in the United States for transportation.
The Department of Energy estimates that as many as 20,000
megawatts of concentrated solar power could go online in the Southwest by
2020, including potential sites chat
extend into the southeast corner of
Oregon.
Since the sunlight is free, the initial capital expenditure for the collectors is equivalent to buying a lifetime
supply of fuel. To recover this high
first cost, plant operators need to be
able to sign long-term power purchase
agreements. However, the current
environment favors low first-cost, gaspowered plants, with ratepayers bearing the risk of escalating fuel costs.
"That's an over-dependency on a
single supply source, and a setup for
future volatility," Slawson says.
Concentrating solar power technologies can employ cost-effective
thermal storage, which sets aside the
accumulated heat energy for later conversion co electric power. These
planes can generate electricity even
when the sun isn't shining, at night or
during cloudy weather.
Concentrating solar power is on
the brink of commercial viability, and
the U. S. industry is actively seeking
commercial projects.
•
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Thirsty power plants a Pollution rules set
threat to local water aside for power plants
ost of the 450,000 people who
Jive in the Spokane area rely
on one source for their drinking water,
the SpokaneRathdrum Prairie Aquifer.
Straddling
the
IdahoWashington border, the aquifer may
soon be called upon to supply 20 million gallons of cooling water to three
new power planes located in the tiny
town of Rathdrum, Idaho. That comes
to 7.3 billion gallons of water a year.
As energy regulators feel the
pressure to approve new power plants,
the issue of water has been all but lost
in the debate. Many of these power
'planes use a wasteful method of cooling their equipment with water, rather
than air cooling. Use of fresh, potable
water for plane cooling purposes is
supposed to be illegal in California,
bur the regulation has been ignored
by
the
California
Energy
Commission, which has licensed five
freshwater
plants in arid areas in
recent months. Half of the 28 major
power plant projects in construction
or under review in California will use
fresh water. Freshwater cooling is
allowed in Washington,
Idaho and
Oregon.
Idaho regulators are now deciding
whether to issue large water rights to
the Rathdrum power planes, a decision that will determine whether the
power plants go forward as water' cooled, and possibly at all. Rachael
'Paschal Osborn, an attorney for sever[al environmental and labor organizartions,says the-power plarrrs coutddis[rupt a balance between the aquifer's
inflow and outflow.
"The latest estimates show that
the amounts coming in are about
equivalent
to the amount
being
used," she said. "So what that means
is we are going to be mining the
aquifer. That's illegal. You can't mine
an aquifer."
The new withdrawals might also
disrupt flows in the Spokane River,
which flows west from Idaho, through
the city center and on west toward the
Columbia River. "Studies show the
aquifer and the river behave as one,"
Paschal Osborn said. "What we are
beginning to realize is chat if you
pump water out of the aquifer you are
robbing the river."
In addition, there are concerns
that mining the aquifer may cause
tainted surface water co be sucked
into the drinking water supply. Lake
Coeur d' Alene, which sits on top of
the aquifer, is contaminated with millions of tons of lead and other coxic
materials
from decades of mining
upstream. The Spokane River is also
contaminated with lead, as several
beaches are posted as unsafe for
swimming. Studies show that river

water seeps into the aquifer. And
though there is no evidence yet that it
is bringing contamination along with
it, Paschal Osborn and others remain
concerned about possibility.
The hundreds of thousands of
people who live on the Washington
side of the Idaho will have little or no
say about the new plants. One plant, a
270-megawatt facility jointly operated
by Cogentrix, a North Carolina company, and Spokane-based Avista, just
recently began production.
Now
Cogentrix
plans to build an 800megawatt
plant,
and
Newport
Northwest has applied for permits to
build a 1,300-megawatt plant.
"We're just at the mercy of Idaho
here," Paschal
Osborn said.
"In
Idaho, up until now, there's a perspective that all the water in the world is
available for growth and development
over there. They would never be able
to do this 5 miles west in Washington,
even though it's the same source of
supply."
In Goldendale, Wash., a Calpine
plant under construction
will use
fresh water purchased from farmers,
draining an aquifer that feeds the
Little Klickitat River. Though the river is habitat for endangered wild
salmon, Calpine has refused to compromise on this issue with the local
Audubon Society. These water rights
are under appeal.
Columbia Riverkeeper, an environmental group, has appealed a local
decision
approving another power
plant in Goldendale." The group
claims the county failed to consider
the impact of returning warm water
on salmon in the Columbia River.
In Wallula,
Wash., Newport
Northwest purchased
water rights
from local farmers for use in a new
1,300 megawatt power plant. To
lessen the environmental impact, the
company has bought additional water
rights for the purpose of maintaining
water flows in the Walla Walla River
to benefit fish. At Starbuck, Wash.,
another company has installed a new
technology known as dry cooling that
uses fans and consumes 95 percent
less water than traditional wet-cooling
systems. Yet the plane will still need
300 gallons per minute from the
Snake
River.
The
Washington
Department of Ecology is requiring
the company to come up with a plan
co return an equivalent
amount of
water back co the Snake, which is
closed to new water rights.
In Oregon, another Cogentrix
plant would drain 3 billion gallons of
water yearly from an aquifer 10 the
Deschutes River basin.
•

he
Federal
Environmental
Protection Agency has "forced"
Oregon, Washington, and Idaho
co waive enforcement of their
own state air pollution laws to
allow speedy expansion of a natgas pipeline and its highly polluting compressor engines, and expansions of four power plants and a refinery. "We didn't want to do it, we didn't
like it," said an Oregon Department of
Environmental Quality official.
No public notice was provided,
and no public comment
will be
allowed,
on these highly unusual
arrangements.
Experienced
power
industry
observers say this regulatory tactic,
called an "enforcement bridge," had
never been used before this year.
Washington Department of Ecology
sources say, "We were threatened.
Polluters came to us and said we need
your cooperation. And if we don't get
it, we're going to call (Vice-President
Cheney's)
Energy Committee in the
White House. What we were doing was
right on the edge of the law. There
were no regulations for this. We were
making up rules as we went along."
Pacific
Gas
&
Electric
Transmission,
the pipeline developer,
can now begin construction of six compressor stations without any air permits
at all. (PGE & T is an affiliate of the
bankrupt California utility, Pacific Gas
& Electric.) Each station will produce
up to 150 tons of toxic pollution every
year. The pollution consists of cancercausing volatile organic compound;;- as
well as particulates, nitrogen oxide and
carbon monoxide.
The other expedited approvals will
allow the construction of a power plant
in Chehalis to move forward, and the
additions of new power producing turbines at the BP Refinery in Ferndale,
and at the
Duke/Sarsop,
Puget
Sound/Fredonia,
and
Transalta/
Centralia
power
plants,
all
10
Washington.
These agreements
stand normal
permitting processes on their head.
Under federal and state air pollution
laws, the company is supposed co first
obtain air permits, then submit to public review and comments. Only then
can developers begin construction and
operation of new air pollution sources.
"Internally, EPA came up with a
list of criteria to evaluate and expedite
these projects, " said a DEQ source,
"There were no rules in place for it.
They consulted with their superiors in
Washington DC, and got the go-ahead
for this extraordinary waiver called an
enforcement bridge."
In essence, the developers
and
EPA agree that their expansion projects would violate the• air pollution
laws, but can go ahead anyway, as long

as they agree tO pay an agreed-on fine
and perform some "mitigation"
projects. PGE & T's fine will be only
about $2000.
Similar violations
in
recent years have resulted in fines of
$200,000 and more:
The pipeline company has agreed
to pay for an unusual series of "mitiga. tion" projects designed to placate the
permitting agencies.
For example,
PGE & T will buy five diesel-fired
school busses for Rockford,
Wash
schools. The company will also cake
some woodscoves ouc of service, promote carpooling and hold emissions at
some ocher planes below historic levels.
The purchase of diesel-burning
busses seems to contradict a new EPA
initiative against diesel engine pollution.
There are many other engine
designs,
such as natural gas fired
engines, that would not have produced
the cancer-causing fumes that will be
emitted by the new fleet of busses purchased under the agreement.
The emergency measure for the
Pipeline was designed to speed natural
gas deliveries ro proposed natural gas
power plants. But Newport Northwest,
the developer of two of the planes, says
their plants are at least three or four
years away from operating, raising the
question
of why emergency
action
needed co be taken now. The pipeline
will also supply fuel to three new power plants in California,
and one in
Oregon, owned by Calpine, a large
power plant speculator.
"We were thinking.rlo we, reall
need to do chis for the PGE natural gas
Pipeline.
Energy prices were already
way down. But We got letters from the
Governors of Washington and Idaho
saying there was an energy supply
alert. Those letters were as good as
gold, given the way we had decided to
do business. There was a price to be
paid by the developer.
But was it a
drop in the bucket?" said an EPA
source.
The other developers who beneficed from these rules waivers have also
agreed to reduce their pollucion elsewhere, and make cash contributions to
pollution control agencies, to promote
car pooling, and to encourage reduction
of wood stove use.
BP has agreed to give $100,000 to a
local environmental group, to manufaccure a low sulfur fuel, to reduce pollucion from other refinery equipment,
and to fund reductions in wood stove
usage.
An EPA source states, "In our
defense, we got a nee environmental
benefit regarding every project; money
for agencies, funding for energy conservacion, funding for air quality monicoring, and offsets for unperrnitted air
pollution."
•
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Port Angeles inventor finds a way to save tons of energy. Maybe the governor ought to listen.
By CARLOTTA COLLETTE
erry Lamb, of Port Angeles,
Washington, wanes to have a talk
with California Governor Gray
Davis. He wants the governor to
come up to the Olympic
Peninsula for a visit. Lamb, a
high school educated former logger and mill worker, figures he can
help California out. He's got simple,
durable, inexpensive and really quite
amazing solutions to many of the problems California is facing. The governor
can see these inventions and try them
out at Lamb's workshop - a modest
strucrure filled with shiny motors and
magnets, heavily laden plywood tables
that float above scud-framed tracks, the
exposed innards of an old Freightliner
truck and a high-speed computer that
can display it all in motion in three
dimensions.
Lamb, a tall, almost giddy, 42 year
old, will happily give Governor Davis a
tour. There's the magnetic coupling
device he designed and patented for
industrial motors. In more than SO
installations across the West, it has
demonstrated reductions in energy use
by as much as 66 percent.
There's the magnetic levitation

Jerry lamb's invention could reduce energy use by industries by 66 percent.

seen a TV program about magnets. He
told me magnets were my destiny. And
I thought, magnets? I didn't even
know what a magnet was. So I went co
the library and started reading everything I could about magnets."
He spent the next 10 years building magnetic motors, The real breakthrough came with an accidental discovery he made at 3 a.m,
"I was mounting these electromagnetic coils on aluminum holders,"
he recalls. "I was using aluminum
because it is not magnetic. At one
point, I reached out for a cup of coffee,
and my sleeve caught a rotor and
turned it. Underneath it was this piece
of aluminum, and it fell over. I thought
I'd bumped it so I set it back up. It fell
over again. I realized the magnet was
moving it, but I knew that couldn't be,
aluminum is not magnetic. I thought
I'd been ripped off. That this wasn't
aluminum, but it was. And I knew I'd
discovered an incredible phenomenon.
Magnets and conductors create a special force. And I thought, oh my god,
these things are really weird."
Lamb demonstrates this force by
spinning one of his magnets in the air
as it hovers above a sheet .of copper.
The magnet coasts down gently in

"This gentleman had recently seen a TV program about magnets.

c

And I thought, magnets? I didn'teven know what a magnet was."
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device he believes will be able to move
i:i freight or people along existing train
c
u
tracks (actually gliding slightly above
them) at more than 300 miles per hour
c., with no exhaust fumes and no noise.
He thinks a much slower version would
8
r-1 be especially good for moving people
ID through, or even over, national park~ lands. "It would be quiet and clean and
~ cause much Jess disruption than long
~ lines of traffic in the forest," Lamb
~ maintains.
..0
So far, the wooden test model in
his shop can float the weight of a car
0 with an inch and a quarter air gap under
it. He can propel the whole thing with

:=

(!)
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only three-quarters of a horsepower of
energy. He's in the process of applying
for a patent on chat technology.
Then there's the Freightliner drive
train. Some time back, Lamb installed
his adjustable speed "clutch/brake" in
an old 13-gear Freightliner truck. He
drove the truck from Port Angeles to
Portland, Oregon, Freightliner's headquarters, and then home again after the
folks there refused to even look at what
he'd done. In fact, his coupling device
enabled smooth, nearly unlimited
shifting and easy braking, all at far
greater fuel efficiency and much less
engine wear and tear than is currently

available. Back at the shop, Lamb
pulled the whole drive mechanism out
of the truck, mounted it on blocks and
is still tinkering. It helps to understand
that Lamb bought, repaired and sold
more than 60 cars when he was just a
teenager. He is a capable man around
machines.
And he is having fun - a great
deal of fun.
Lamb has been playing with magnets since he was 19.
"My wife and I were just married,
and we lived in a mobile home in a
trailer park," he explains. "This gentleman who lived behind us had recently

apparent defiance of gravity. This is
the secret behind all of Lamb's inventions.
Take, for example, the adjustable
speed coupling device he invented for
industrial motors.
There are several in use at the
Daishowa America paper and pulp mill
just down the road from Lamb's workshop. If you use a phone book in the
United States, chances are good that
the paper came from here. Daishowa
America sells more than 160,000 tons of
phone book paper a year and has contracts with nearly every big phone company in the country.

One Earth, Two ,Choices

Magnetic levitationwould be able to move freight or people along
existingtrain tracks (actuallyglidingslightlyabove them) at more
than 300 miles per hour with no exhaust fumes and no noise. A
much slowerversionwould be especiallygood for moving people.
Lamb points out two 100-horsepower motors; each is about four feet
tall and as big around as a small garbage
can. Together these motors run pumps
that move between 6 million and 7 million gallons of fluids every day from the
milling plant to water treatment facilities.
There is a third motor in the array,
but it isn't running. ft doesn't need to.
When Daishowa put Lamb's magnetic
coupling device, called MagnaDrive,
on the first two pumps, the third pump
became extraneous. They keep it for
emergency backup, but otherwise it
doesn't run.
This sidelined motor is typical of
motors in use all around the world. The
motor is aligned along a shaft that connects to a pump. To start the pump, the
mocor had to come on full bore, drawing as much as four or five times more
energy than it actually needs to run the
pump once it's started. In the case of
the motors at Daishowa, that's a force
of about 1,200 rpm instantly turning a
pump at the same speed.
"You can imagine all that steel
moving all of a sudden at 1,200 rpm,"
says Oaishowa engineer, Terry Dotson.
"That takes a lot of energy and causes
a lot of wear."
With the MagnaOrive coupling,
the motor shaft and the drive shaft
don't touch. A copper plate is mounted

on the motor side of the shaft, and
across an adjustable air gap there's
another plate, this one studded with
super-powerful magnets chat have only
been available since the 1980s. This
second plate is mounted on the pump's
shaft. The motor doesn't have to be
oversized to turn the pump, because
the pump isn't connected to it. The
spinning copper conductor compels the
magnet-studded disc to spin. To adjust
the speed, the two plates are moved
closer or further apart.
"I can start the motors and then
bring the pumps up to speed slowly,"
says Dotson. This is what's known as a
"soft start."
"With my technology," Lamb
explains, "a 100 horse motor doesn't
even draw 10 horse to start the motor,
and then you slowly ramp the load up."
So smaller motors can be used in virtually all installations.
Since utilities must be capable of
generating electricity sufficient to
meet the starting load of all the motors
they serve, Lamb's soft start coupler
and the consequent smaller motors will
cut the peak generating capacity utilities must buy or build.
Lamb explains that this is especially important to California's industries.
"In California they are cutting
rebate checks for every kilowatt an
industry can cake off its starting

motors," he says. At Daishowa, the
company figures they're using 80 kilowatts less energy to stare their motors.
That, and the efficient operating of the
coupling devices, saves Daishowa more
than $32,000 every year. If they were in
California, Lamb explains, "The utility
would actually be cutting chem a big
check for the savings."
What is equally important to
Dotson, however, is the reduction in
maintenance costs. "With all pumps,
there are alignment problems that are
difficult co fix and cause a lot of vibration. Misalignment of the motor shaft
and the drive shaft is the number one
cause of rotating equipment failure in
industry.
With MagnaDrive,"
he
explains, "there's no physical connection, so there's no alignment issue and
no vibration." In the past, Dotson
would rebuild his pumps maybe five
times a year at a cost of about $10,000
per pump.
Since
installing
the
MagnaDrive couplings, "we haven't
had to rebuild one yet. I haven't had to
work on them at all for ages," he adds.
Even greater savings were demonstrated when MagnaOrive couplers
were installed on two previously troublesome
pumps at the SS-story
Washington Mutual Tower in Seattle.
The pumps are part of the building's
heating and air conditioning system.
The constant starting and stopping of

the pumps was wasting energy and
causing significant pipe and equipment
damage. Electronically controlled variable speed drives were installed, but
they proved to be too complex and
brought their own problems.
Engineers at the building reported
"continuous noise and vibration problems that we were having trouble isolating." They weren't sure whether the
MagnaDrive couplings would solve the
problems, but since they put them in,
"the problems are gone." Maintenance
costs also are down. "All I need to do is
keep them greased," said one facility
engineer.
Energy costs are down as well. On
one pump, the coupler cut energy use
by 66 percent. On the other, the savings were 31 percent. As a result,
Washington Mutual is replacing all the
electronic variable speed drives in the
building with Lamb's MagnaDrives.
Think of this from a national, or
even international perspective. About
25 percent of total U.S. electricity use
goes for industrial motors that run
pumps, fans, blowers and other equipment just like these examples. If you
add in the pumps used for water treatment and supply, including both
municipal and agricultural pumping,
chat figure jumps co about 40 percent.
In developing nations, it's 50 percent or
better. Lamb is certain his coupling
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CoverB------------------device could cue chat by a huge amount
in every installation.
"Everyone is saying 'build more
oil, more gas, more coal planes.' I'm
saying, we've got plenty of energy. We
shouldn't even be chinking of making
more until we've used what we have
more efficiently."
The Northwest Energy Efficiency
Alliance views things similarly. The
Alliance is a unique consortium that
includes nearly all electric utilities in
the Northwest; state governments of
Idaho,
Montana,
Oregon
and
Washington; public interest and environmental groups in the region; and
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efficiency industry representatives.
They help identify, test and deploy
innovations char can make .significanr
cuts in regional electricity use.
"We provide what you might call
'pre-venture capital' - the money co do
the initial demonstrations that can give
credibility to very innovative, but still
young technologies," says Margie
Gardner, executive director of the
Alliance. "We can cross utility service
territory lines, work with one skilled,
focused staff, and target areas that we
see as generating the biggest savings
for the investment."
Lamb and Ron Woodard, former

president of Boeing's Commercial
Airplane Group and current president
of MagnaDrive, the company he, Lamb
and a third partner formed, approached
the Alliance for help when they were
getting started in 1999. They needed
credibility, technical and marketing
support, and money. It was just the sort
of project the Alliance was looking for.
MagnaDrive had a produce with
tremendous potential if it could be
proven.
An initial investment of $1 million
was offered to help demonstrate the
technology in a variety of industrial,
commercial and agricultural (for irrigation pumping) applications. The following year, another $1. l million was
provided co continue the demonstrations, compile and distribute the
results and help with marketing.
"The Alliance was a wonderful
source of technical support," says
Woodard. "They understood the energy needs and savings potential. They
helped us see how to market chis. They
had a wonderful group of consultants
who really helped us out. And of
course, at that stage, we really needed
the financial support."
The results of this partnership
have been overwhelmingly positive. In
every one of the 50 current installations, the MagnaDrive coupling device
is performing at or better than anticipated. Energy savings range from 20 co
66 percent. Maintenance and equipment replacement costs have been
reduced substantially. In Idaho, where
it was tested for irrigation pumping, the
Department of Water Resources called
it "bullet proof."
Daishowa's Terry Dotson is so happy with his results he thinks
MagnaDrive couplings should be
"designed right in on every new application. It's an absolutely fantastic idea
from a mechanical point of view," he
says. "It solves a lot of headaches.
You're going to see longer equipment
life. You'll see better running equipment, smoother, requiring a lot less
energy. That's what we're looking for
in American industry today. That's
what this coupling does."
So Jerry Lamb thinks maybe his
coupling device should be mandated
for every industrial motor in use. He's
already talked
co Washington's
Governor Gary Locke about the idea.
"I cold Governor Locke flat out: 'I
wai;ic a mandate. I wane my device on
every motor shaft.' Of course, if I want
a mandate, I've got co be sensitive co
not hurt anybody. You know, you can
change a light bulb, and that's not
going to hurt anybody. Or add a windowpane that's more efficient, and that
won't hurt. Changing speed control
devices - well you've got to be very
careful. Some controls are very complicated, very expensive and not very reliable. But mine has no detrimental
effects. This is the best technology. It
enhances the entire system. It makes
the motor cycling very flexible, maintenance goes down, and reliability goes
up. You can put these on and start saving energy a lot faster than you can
build a power plant."

Lamb has this vision. "Twenty
years from now, we'll look down at
earth and everything will be run by
magnets. We'll wonder, since this is so
much cleaner, so much more efficient,
so simple and sturdy, why did we ever
use anything else? Why did we ever do
things any other way?"
Which leads to Governor Davis.
"I've got to get Governor Davis here
because he's got these big problems,"
Lamb explains. "He's crying to solve
transportation and energy problems
with technologies nobody is going to be
using in a few years. I could really help
him."
So Governor Davis, if you're reading
this consider yourself invited. Jerry
Lamb has a special attraction up in
Washington that he'd like to show you. It
just might make your job a lot easier. •

Carlotta Collette writesfrom Portland.

Renewable Project Northwest
www.rnp.org
Northwest Energy Coalition
www.nwenergy.org
Northwest Power Planning Council
www.nwcouncil.org
Northwest Energy Efficiency Alliance
www.nwalliance.org
Vulcan Power
www.vulcanpower.com
Stirling Energy Systems
www.stirlingenergy.com
The Utility Reform Project
www.turn.org
Oregon Climate Trust
www.climatetrust.org
For more resources, go to the Cascadia
Times web site, www.times.org
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companies hope co develop has been a
I
place of cultural significance and spiritual renewal
for Native
American
II
tribes for thousands of years. The cold,
deep blue waters of the lake are pare of
an aquifer system that forms a major ·
source of spring water ultimately flowing into che Sacramenco River. The
surrounding volcanic landscape and
pristine forestlands chat rise up from
the lake's shore are home to a wide
variety of species, including eagles,
goshawks, rare bats, martens, fishers,
and a hose of sensitive plane species.
Calpine is the largest geothermal
developer
in the world, but only
because in 1999 it took control of The
Geysers, the world's largest geothermal
energy
complex,
in the
rugged
Mayacamas
Mountains
near Santa
Rosa, north of San Francisco. Several
years ago, The Geysers was thought co
be capped out, a victim of over development. But the site sci II produces
1000 megawatts of electricity, enough
to power all of San Francisco, and new
investments are expected to increase
power there by 150 megawatts.
When added together, California's
geothermal
power plants
produce
about 40 percent of the world's geothermally generated electricity, These
plants have a dependable
installed
capacity of about 1,900 megawatts producing 4.9 percent of California's
coral electricity in I 999.
•
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In 1996, Cal Energy pulled our, causing
the Bonneville Power Administration,
a major backer, co lose an $9 million
investment.
CalEnergy
claimed
Newberry couldn't
produce
enough
hot water, but Munson says Cal Energy
was simply drilling in the wrong spot.
Vulcan's test data shows its leases hold
significant reserves of hoc water, a finding PGE apparently found valid.
Meanwhile, Munson says his company is developing a 180-megawacc
project in California. "The first gcorhermal in the region is likely going co
be built in California and will be
denied
to
the
energy
shore
Northwest," he says.
CalEnergy and Calpine are also
working on new projects in California
at l\lcdicine
Lake, a volcanic
caldera
about
SO miles
south of
Klamath Falls. Bue it's no sure thing.
In a recent decision, the Bureau of
Land
Management
rejected
CaIEnergy's project, claiming it would
have been built
on land Native
Americans consider sacred, and would
have interfered with the threatened
northern spotted owl. The BL~l did
approve Cal pine's proposal, but its permit faces court challenges filed by the
Earthjustice
Legal Defense Fund on
behalf of the Pit River Tribe and the
hasca ~ation. The landscape the
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20 years of fighting for a clean
and affordable energy future
www.nwenergy.org

NW Energy
Coalition

450,000 people rely on one
source for their drinking waterthe Spokane-Rathdrum Prairie Aquifer.

Three new power Plc1.
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For more information on power
plants affecting Spokane's water
supply, contact these organizations:
FRIENDS OF THE AQUIFER

,

P.O. Box 2184
Post Falls, Idaho 83877-2184
www.friendsoftheaquifer.org
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RIVER GROUP

CLUB

10 N. Post Street, Suite 447
Spokane, WA 9920 I
www.ucrg.org
IDAHO CONSERVATION

LEAGUE

PO Box 844
Boise, Idaho 8370 I
www.wildidaho.org
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1616 N. Washington
Spokane.WA 99205
www.ibew73.org
REBOUND

2700 First Ave.,# I 03
Seattle, WA 98121
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The Cascadia Times Research Fund supports independent journalists by
providing research grants enabling in-depth journalistic projects to flourish.
Our Work is made possible by the generous support of individuals and
foundations concerned about the Pacific Northwest. The Fund is a non-profit,
donations to which are tax deductible to the full extent provided by law.
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Energy we can control is more abundant than we think
By David Slawson

A

s America struggles through the
shock and pain of the terrorist
attacks of September l l , 2001,
certain lessons become clear: we need
better intelligence. We need to focus
on eliminating global terrorism. We
need better domestic security measures. Above all else, however, we
need to become energy independent.
Currently, the U.S. spends $120
billion a year importing foreign oil,
much of it from the Middle East. This
has resulted in a huge bankroll for terrorist organizations originally founded
in the Middle East but now spread
around the world, including our own
backyard. In addition to the vast
amounts of capital spent directly for
the purchase of foreign oil, our nation
also must spend billions to defend our
interests in the region, and we find
ourselves with a convoluted, confused
foreign policy that attempts to support
both sides of longstanding, hatred
filed battles. In the process we have
become despised by virtually everyone - just so we can keep our cars running and our lights on.
It doesn't have to be so - and it
clearly cannot continue to be so. A
fundamental strategic plan for the
U.S. must be to develop our own enormous energy resources to support our
and our children's future. The U.S. is
blessed with vast resources of renewable energy - solar, wind, biomass
geothermal. We· also, of course, have
vast remaining coal and natural gas
resources and a lesser but still considerable inventory of oil reserves. We
can, of course, choose co mine these
fossil !uel reserves and burn them up,
at enormous coses co our environment,
but even more importantly, leaving us
with no hydrocarbon resources to
make medicines and fertilizers, and
building products, clothing and other
durable and recyclable products. This
~ is silly and totally unnecessary.
Each day, more solar energy is
available
in a few Southwestern states
c
i:i than is used for all our energy needs,

_!
c

both for transportation and for all our
energy requirements. We have similar,
enormous wind reserves in other parts
of the country, especially the Pacific
Northwest, and we have vast biomass
and substantial geothermal resources
scattered around the country.
The technologies exist today to
tap these resources to produce environmentally clean, unlimited supplies
of energy for the U.S. and our neighbors. The Southwest U.S. could
become, for example, the Saudi Arabia
of America. This would create thousands of jobs, create an enormous
stimulus to our economy, keep billions
of dollars in the U.S. that otherwise
would go to foreign counties -- and it
would provide much enhanced national security and much reduce need for
defending our interests in hostile and
politically unstable areas of the world.
The most promising, proven technologies for converting the sun's energy are called "Concentrating Solar
Power" systems - dish engine systems, solar troughs and power towers.
These systems offer the highest efficiency solar co electric con version and
are well suited for large scale power
production in solar farms located on
our vast uninhabited hot desert. The
electricity can be converted, using
water and electrolysis system, into
hydrogen. The hydrogen can be piped
throughout the U.S. or liquefied and
trucked or shipped co ocher areas of
the county. The liquid hydrogen is
better suite for transportation uses
(because of ;•s increased energy density) and the gaseous hydrogen can be
efficiently delivered co remote power
plants, homes and industry for hearmg or process energy requirements,
and for use in fuel cells to generate onsite electricity.
In all cases, the hydrogen simply
serves as a storage media for the solar
energy. When it is burned or electrochemically processed in a fuel cell, the
result is electrical energy and pure
water. Nothing else. The water, in the
form of steam vapor, can be recycled
though natural weather events, back

to the ocean or rivers. Only a small
inventory of water is tied up in the
form of hydrogen at any given time.
The results of converting solar
hydrogen (or wind hydrogen) are dramatic. We can:
• Stabilize our economy with
an energy system not dependent on oil
prices that are dictated by foreign
cartels;
• Reduce carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gases and poisonous
unburned hydrocarbons in our environment, with all the benefits: reduce
global warming, less urban air pollution to name just two.
• Create a much safer transportation system. Hydrogen is much safer
than gasoline, aviation fuels and diesel
fuels. This is well-proven by years of
testing by NASA and is based on a
fundamental
fact: hydrogen is 14
times lighter than air, so in the event
of a fire or fuel tank rupture, the
hydrogen would rapidly escape updated into the ocean atmosphere, where
ic would quickly dissipate. If the
planes that hit the World Trade Center
were fuelled with hydrogen rather
than jet fuel, there still would have
been horrific damage to the upper
floors of the buildings, and likely the
loss of many lives in the impact and
resulting wreckage. But the fuel
would have rapidly escaped upward
and away from the buildings. The
intense, long-burning fuel and melting the structural steel would likely
not have existed.
Most importantly, though with a
hydrogen based economy our energy
supply would be under our control. •
David Slawson can be reachedat
602-957-1818 or ses@stidi11ge11ergy.com.
Stirling Energy is at 2920 E. Came/back
Road, Suite 150, Phoenix AZ 85016. Its
web site is www.stirlingenergy.com.
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- The Natural History of an
Ancient Forest by Chris Maser,
Oregon State University Press (282
pages, $19.95) - was first published in
1989 and is reprinted with a new epilogue by the author. Written as a biography of a forest in the Pacific
Northwest, from its origins over 1000
years ago to the present, Forest
Primeval is anchored by details of natural history and concurrent events of
cultural and social history. Steeped in
biological detail, it reads briskly and
vividly, creating a clear picture of the
great web of life nourished
by
Northwest forests. Maser also weaves
in personal observations which give his
history of the forest an intimate quality
which will resonate with anyone who
was spent time amongst these trees.
Written before the Endangered Species
Act listing of the northern spotted owl,
marbled murrelet and Pacific salmon,
Forest Primeval makes particularly
vital reading now, when the urgency to
protect Northwest forests is greater
than ever.

Wild in the City
- A Guide to Portland's Natural
Areas edited by Michael C. Houck
and M.J. Cody, Oregon Historical
Society Press (434 pages, $21.95) - The
Portland-Vancouver metropolitan area
is one of the oldest continuously inhabited places in North America and
Oregon's most urban place. Despite the
ferocious growth and development
which has sent suburbs sprawling into
forests and river valleys, there are still
wild oases where one can enjoy the
region's natural riches. Organized by
watershed, and filled with copious
charming details, Wild in the City takes
readers to Portland area parks, walking
and biking trails, and waterways suitable for canoeing and kayaking.
Whether you're an adventurous kayaker or casual stroller, Wild in the City, is
a wonderful addition co any Northwest
resident's or visitors ' bookshelf.

In The Botany of
Desire - A Plant's Eye View of the
World by Michael Pollan, Random
House (271 pages, $24. 95), environmental journalist and enthusiastic gardener Pollan examines four planes
which we consider "domesticated
species" - the apple, tulip, marijuana
and the potato - to better understand
and compare our cultivation and
manipulation of such plants with their
natural evolution. He recounts the early days of the plants' domestication
while grounding the stories in his home
garden. Doing so, he touches on the
virtues of organic farming and the
unknowns of genetically modified
crops and contemplates the relationship between the garden which often
seems the essence of control, and the
wilder aspects of nature.
•
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at Mal{es Us Happy
by Elizabeth Grossman

of socks bought for rescue workers, and
of people scopping at local fire stations to
hug the firemen. Trying co absorb all of
this from my new home 3000 miles away
has been deeply disconcerting. This
shattering of a landscape I have known
all my life raises questions of home, community and responsibility co place.
These questions are at the heart of
Terry Tempest Williams' new book Red
which, in a careful combination of new
work and selections from earlier books,
makes a poignantly persuasive argument
for the preservation of America's red rock
wilderness. In the eloquent essay
"Home Work," Williams writes, "As the
world becomes more crowded and corroded by consumption and capitalism,
this landscape of minimalism will take on
greater significance,
reminding us
through its blood red grandeur just how

T

here has been a tendency in the
days following the terrible events
of September t I co reconsider
everything in light of that horrific
tragedy. Each day since that bright but
ghastly Tuesday as I sit down to write I
have tried to resist that inclination, if
only because it seemed so obvious, but I
cannot. I had read both A/flttenza and Red
before the l l th, and it occurred to me
that the books' widely divergent subjects
somehow frame a great swath of
American culture - our desire for the
good life which has made us che greatest
consumers on earth, and the need to protect the wild places which this pattern of
consumption threatens. Now chat in previously unimaginable deliberate aces of
destruction so many loved ones have
been lost, chc lens through which we
consider what we hold dear, has been
altered. How we move forward in the
wake of the terrorist attacks on the World
Trade Center and the Pentagon will
effect both what happens at the nation's
cash registers and on our public and wild
lands.
Alfluenza was written to put into book
form, che material covered in the 1997
television documentary of the same
name which chronicled the discontent
and distress caused by the American pursuit of more and more stuff. John de
Graaf, a documentary filmmaker, David
Wann,
a
writer
and
former
Environmental Protection Agency policy
analyse, and Thomas Naylor, Professor
Emeritus of Economics at Duke
University, ground their account of materialism run amok in hard faces but relay it
with a light touch. As they say in their
introduction, "There is little in this book
that is truly new information, yet the
issue in this 'information age' isn't more
information. It's how to make sense of
what we already know." The aim of the
book, they write, is co "encourage a
national dialogue about the American
consumer dream," so that we may make
better, more informed choices about
what we buy and what the consequences
of chose purchases may be - "remembering always, that the best things in life
aren't things."
Many readers will be familiar with the
premise of Alf/11enza, but some of the
facts are well worth noting. Such as chat,
in each of the past four years more people declared bankruptcy than graduated
from college. Or that the nation's CEOs
now earn 400 times as much as the average worker, "a tenfold increase since
t 980." Or. chat although the United
States makes up less than S percent of
the world's population we produce twenty-five percent of che earth's greenhouse
gas emissions, and chat since 1950, we
"have used up more resources than
everyone who ever lived on earth before

A.FFLUENZA - THE ALL-CONSUMlNG EPIDEMlC

by John de Graaf, David Wann and Thomas H. Naylor,
Berrett-Koehler Publishers Inc., 268 pages, $24.95.
RED-

PASSION AND PATIE

.cs

IN THE DESERT

by Terry Tempest Williams, Pantheon Books,
262 pages, $23.00

then." Many of us also know that bigger many Americans have, to affirm their
houses, bigger cars, more gadgets and existence with a pleasing new purchase,
more expensive cloches do not make us ever be quite the same?
more content- despite the advertising's
As a third-generation native of New
glossy promise.
York City, I have spent a lot of time since
Yet consumer spending has long been September t 1 thinking about landscape.
used as an indicator of both the national I grew up in Greenwich Village where
economy and che country's mood. The my parents scill live, and as a child bicymore we spend, the better off we are cled with my father and sister through
or so we've been told. This mantra has lower Manhattan as the World Trade
been particularly insistent in the past . Center was being built. The news broadyear as the great blooming bubble of casts of the l l th and days following came
stock market riches began to deflate, and from streets I've walked coo many times
the Bush administration chose instant to count. On the t Zeh, when armed
gratification as an economic strategy. guards were checking identification of
Since September 11, national leaders those entering the neighborhood, my
have been telling us with an urgency that mother described co me how every neartakes on a whole new meaning, that con- by lamppost, tree and storefront were
sumer confidence, i.e. generous spend- plastered with signs and phocographs
ing, must and will rebound. And so it no looking for missing people. She cold me
doubt will. But how can the impulse so about a neighbor carrying shopping bags

essential wild country is to our psychology, how precious the desert is to the soul
of America."
"Once strengthened by our association with the wild, we can return to family and community," she continues.
"Each of us belongs to a particular landscape, one that informs who we arc, a
place that carries our history, our dreams,
holds us co a moral line of behavior that
transcends thought. And in each of these
places, home work is required, a participation in public life co make certain all is
not destroyed under the banner of
progress, expediency or ignorance. We
cannot do it alone. This is the hope of a
bedrock democracy, standing our ground
in the places we love, together."
These words seem particularly important as discussions progress about how co
rebuild the part of Manhattan devastated
by the attacks on the World Trade Center
and how the country should respond to
this terrorism. In the best of times protecting our rivers, open spaces and
remaining wilderness from degradation is
difficult. With the current focus on sccurity and defense, this task will become
harder. Bue perhaps we can emerge from
our grief as more considerate consumers
who realize that one of our greatest aces
of hope and faith will be to think for the
long term, and that in caring for each other and the artifacts of our culture, we
muse care fervently for the wild and naeural places that make life possible.
•
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Cascadia

Resource

Directory

These organizations are working on issues highlighted in Cascadia Times. Contact them to find out more and get involved.
OREGON
1000 Friends of Oregon
534 SW Third Avenue, Suite 300
Portland, OR 97204-2597
(503) 497-1000
FAX (503) 223-0073
I<almiopsis Audubon Society
Active in protecting forests and defending
Oregon's land-use laws. Our national awardwinning "Storm Petrel" is a valuable environmental newsletter.
P.O. Box 1265, Port Orford, OR 97465
(541) 332-6009.
www.harborside.com/cc/audubon
Audubon Society of Portland
Audubon Society of Portland is a community
of caring people actively learning about and
protecting native birds, wildlife and wild

places, in the city and beyond - join us!
5151 NW Cornell Road, Portland, OR 97210
(503) 292-6855/ FAX (503) 292-1021
general@audubonportland.org
www.audubonportland.org

P.O. Box 1254 · Hood River, OR 97031 ·
541 387-3030
P.O. Box 82733 · Portland, OR 97282 ·
503 727-2580
www.columbiariverkeeper.org

Cascadia Forest Alliance
Cascadia Forest Alliance watchdogs timber
sales, publishes a newsletter and holds educational events every third Thursday to encourage effective grassroots forest protection.
PO Box 4946, Portland OR 97208
(503) 241-4879,
pseudotsuga@earthlink.net.

Conservation Biology Institute
The Conservation . Biology
Institute
in
Corvallis, Oregon recently launched the
Pacific Northwest Conservation Assessment
web resource, providing a wealth of valuable
information on the protection status of 40
terrestrial ecoregions stretching from Alaska
to California, including WY, NV, MT, and ID.
Included are more than 125 web links to
valuable geographic data sources. This information is easily accessible via CBI's website
at http://www.consbio.org

Columbia Riverkeeper
Citizens group working to protect the water
quality of the Columbia River and all life
dependent upon her.
P.O. Box 912 · Bingen, WA 98605 ·
509 493-2808
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The Environmental Federation of Oregon
Celebrating Ten Years at Work for a Healthy
Environment EFO provides support to its 29member coalition of leading non-profit environmental organizations dedicated to preserving and enhancing Oregon's natural heritage.
P.O. Box 40333, Portland, OR 97240
(503) 223-9015
FAX {503) 223-0973
nfo@efo.org
www.efo.org

D1NNIR TIME!
•.·X

Thursday- Monday
Advance Reservations Required

Moby Dick Hotel
& Oyster Farm

I

The Moby Dick is the perfect place to go for a
group rerrear; Conservation groups,
boards of directors, leadership councils and
other organizations will find great food and
terrific accommodations to suit your needs. During
your stay, make sure you visit our world-class
organic oyster beds in picturesque Willapa Bay.
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P.O. Box 82, Nahcotta, WA 98637
(360) 665-4543 • (360) 665-6887 (fax)
www.nwplace.com/mobydickhotel
mobydickhotel@willapabay.org
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1739 N Street, N.W Washington, D.C. 20036
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FOR RESERVATIONS OR INFORMATION

(202) 785-1277 • FAX (202) 785-6173

Ecotrust
Ecotrust works to foster the emergence of a
conservation economy in the coastal temperate rain forest region of North America.
1200 NW Naito Parkway, Suite 470
Portland, OR 97209
(503) 227-6225
FAX (503) 222-1517
info@ecotrust.org
www.ecotrust.org

·~

Green Fire Productions
Creating communication tools for conservation, sustainability, & justice
3948 E. Burnside Street, Portland, OR 97214
(503) 736-1295
FAX (503) 736-1319
www.greenmedia.org
karen@greenmedia.org
Hanford Action of Oregon
Working for an environment safe from the
uncontained hazardous radioactive wastes
stored at Hanford, the nation's largest highlevel nuclear waste dumpsite, and the health
of the Columbia River Basin.
25-6 NW 23rd Pl. #406, Portland, OR 97210
(503) 235-2924
robin.@spiritone.com
Headwaters
Headwaters works to protect Oregon's forest
and watersheds through citizen advocacy,
policy reform, environmental education and
economic change.
PO Box 729, Ashland, OR 97520
Street address: 84 Fourth St, Ashland
(541) 482-4459
FAX (541) 482-7282
headwtrs@mi nd. net
http//www.headwaters.org
The Nature Conservancy of Oregon
Preserves biological diversity through voluntary private action. We purchase, manage and
restore ecologically significant habitats with
help from our members and volunteers.
821 SE 14th Ave, Portland, OR 97214
(503) 230-1221
FAX {503) 230-9639
www.tnc.org/oregon

Northwest Environmental Advocates
NWEA works to reduce pollution and protect
habitat through implementation of federal
laws and to stimulate development of renewable energy.
133 S.W. Second Ave., Suite 302
Portland, OR 97204-3526
(503) 295-0490
FAX (503) 295-6634
nbell@advocates-nwea.org
www.advocates-nwea.org
Oregon Environmental Council
Oregon's oldest statewide environmental
group, OEC works to protect Oregon's clean
water and air now and for future generations.
520 SW 6th Avenue, Suite 940
Portland OR 97204-1535
(503) 222-1963
FAX (503) 222-1405
Email oec@orcouncil.org
Web www.orcouncil.org
Oregon Natural Desert Association
ONDA works to protect the wildlands and
waterways of Oregon's spectacular
High
Desert while seeking to end industrial abuses
of our public lands.
Main Office:
16 NW Kansas Ave., Bend, OR 97701
(541) 330-2638
FAX (541) 385-3370
Field Office:
732 SW Third Ave., Suite 407
Portland, OR 97204
(503) 525-0193
FAX (503) 228-9720
onda@onda.org
Oregon Natural Resources Council
Engaging activists in our wilderness campaign, ONRC seeks permanent protection for
Oregon's · pristine wildlands, wildlife and
waters.
5825 N Greeley, Portland, OR 97217
(503) 283-6343
Oregon Trout
Oregon Trout is a regional non-profit conservation organization that unites concerned
individuals around the common goal of protecting and restoring our native fish and our
watersheds.
117 SW Naito Parkway
Portland, OR 97204
(503) 222-9091
FAX (503) 222-9187
i nfo@ortrout.org
www.ortrout.org
Pacific Rivers Council
Protects, restores rivers, their watersheds,
and native aquatic species. Curent programs
emphasize aquatic conservation in forested
watersheds.
PO Box 10798
Eugene OR 97440
541-345-0119
FAX 541-345-0710
Rainbow Video and Film Productions
Producing documentaries on threats to our
air, water and forests. Working with citizen
groups using videos as activist tools.
Teaching production skills to young
activists.
2217 NW.Johnson
Portland OR 97210
dgenasci@teleport.com
www.rainbowvideoandfilm.com

Sierra Club - Oregon Chapter

The Sierra Club's High Desert Committee is
working with landmanagement agencies and
environmental conservation organizations to
protect Oregon's high desert.
Sierra Club OR Chapter High Desert Committee
3701 SE Milwaukie, Suite F
Portland, OR 97202
(503) 239-8478
Siskiyou Regional Education Project

Siskiyou Project proactively fights the many
threats facing the globally outstanding and
biologically diverse Siskiyou Mountain range
in Southwestern Oregon. Check out our new
website www.siskiyourivers.org and :send a
free fax message to the White House and
the Governor of Oregon.
(541) 592-4459
proj ect@si skiyou. org
www.siskiyou.org
www.siskiyourivers.org
Trout Unlimited

WASHINGTON
1000 Friends of Washington

1000 Friends is a statewide citizens organization that manages growth and stops sprawl.
For more information, contact Lauren Braden.
1305 Fourth Ave.,. Suite 303
Seattle, WA 98101
(206) 343-0681
FAX (206) 343-0683
friends@eskimo.com
www.lOOOfriends.org
American Rivers NW Regional Office

American Rivers is a national conservation
organization that protects and restores North
American rivers and fosters a river stewardship ethic.
150 Nickerson Street, Suite 311
Seattle, WA 98109
206-213-0330
FAX 206-213-0334
arnw@amrivers.org
www.amrivers.org

Tidepool.org

Tidepool.org is the daily on-line news service
for the rain forest coast. A project of
Ecotrust. Ed Hunt, Editor
4103 S.R. 4 West, Rosburg, WA 98643
(360) 465-2433
emhunt@willapabay.org
www.tidepool.org
TREC - Training Resources for the
Environmental Community

Training Resources for the Environmental
Community (TREC) provides training and consultation for non-profit environmental groups
including fundraising, strategic planning, board
development. and fiscal and personnel management.
23824 Vashon Highway SW, P.O. Box 13438
Burton, WA 98013-0438
(206) 463-7800
FAX (206) 463-7801
trec@trecnw.org
www.trecnw.org ·

Trout Unlimited is North America's leading
coldwater conservation organization, working to the conserve, protect and restore
trout, salmon and watersheds.
Western Conservation Office
213 SW Ash St., Suite 205
Portland, OR 97204
(503) 827-570Q
FAX (503) 827-5672
amoore@tu.org
www.tu.org

The Center for Environmental Law & Policy
works to protect and restore the natural
integrity and enjoyment of Washington's
waters. Through agency oversight, policy
research, litigation and education, we serve
as a voice for the public interest.
(206) 223-8454
info@celp.org
http://www.celp.org

Wild Idaho! The Idaho Conservation League
works to protect the waters, wildplaces and
wildlife of Idaho through citizen action, professional advocacy and public education. "If
it's not Wild, it's not Idaho."
icl@wildidaho.org
www.wildidaho.org

The Tualatin Riverkeepers

Columbiana Magazine

Boulder-White Clouds Council

The Tualatin Riverkeepers is a citizen-based
organization working to restore and protect
Oregon's Tualatin River system. The
Riverkeepers promotes watershed stewardship through public education, public
access, citizen involvement and advocacy.
Tualatin Riverkeepers
16340 SW Beef Bend Rd
Sherwood, OR 97140
(503) 590-5813
FAX (503) 590-6702
info@tualatinriverkeepers.org
www.tualatinriverkeepers.org

By the Columbia River Bioregional Education
Project. Explores philosophy, practice and
central issues re sustainable living in the
interior Pacific Northwest. Visit NEWSROOM
at Columbiana.org for weekly postings.
2055 Oro-Toroda Ck. Rd., Oroville WA 98844
(509) 485-3844 (fax & phone)
columbiana@televar.com
www.columbia na. org

Wild Wilderness

"Wild and Free in the 21st Century." Halt the
commercialization, privatization and increased motorization of America's Public
Lands.
248 NW Wilmington Ave., Bend, OR 97701
541-385-5261
ssilver@wildwilderness.org
http://www.wildwilderness.org

Center for Environmental Law & Policy

Earth Share of Washington

Your gift is shared among leading environmental organizations working to protect
human and environmental health in
Washington State and beyond. "You Can Work
for the Environment Every Day"
1402 Third Avenue, Suite 525, Seattle WA
98101
(206) 622-9840
FAX (206) 682-8492
eswinformation@esw.org
http://www.esw.org

IDAHO
Idaho Conservation Leage

PROTECTING THE BEAUTIFUL Boulder and
Whilte Clouds Mountains as wilderness.
(208)726-1065
lstone@micron.net
tomb@micron.net

HELP WANTED
Montana ConservationVoters (MCV) has
an open for a Political Director, responsible
for MCV's electoral activities, working to
elect conservation candidates to local, legislative and statewide office. The Political
Director coordinates endorsements, campaign planning, environmental political
education and accountability work. MCV is
a membership organization serving as the
non-partisan political action arm of
Montana's environmental and conservation
communities. salary: $27 ,000-$37 ,000
(DOE), excellent benefits. Send resume, 3
references, 2 writing samples to: Montana
Conservation Voters, Box 63, Billings, MT
59103, phone 406-254-1593, email
mcv@mtvoters.org
Our web site is
www.mtvoters.org EOE

ALASKA
Alaska Wilderness Recreation
and Tourism Association

Our Alaska Adventure Sourcebook lists over
200 ecotourism and adventure travel guides
across the State. Travel tips.
PO Box 22827-CT, Juneau, AK 99802
(907) 463-3038/ FAX (907) 463-3280
awrta@alaska.net or www.alaska.net/-awrta
Southeast Alaska Conservation Council

SEACC is devoted to protecting the prime oldgrowth forest of the Tongass - our biggest,
wettest and wildest national forest.
(907) 586-6942i FAX (907) 463-3312
info@seacc.org or www.seacc.org

OTHER/NATIONAL

Selkirk-Priest Basin Association

SAVING SANTA'S REINDEER... Help us save the
last free-roaming herd of mountain caribou
left in the entire U.S.
Box 1809, Priest River, Idaho, 83856
(208) 448-2971 (phone/fax)
gbail@dmi.net
www.spbainc.org

River Network

River Network protects rivers by organizing
local groups, and by acquiring threatened
riverlands for permanent protection.
National Office: 520 SW Sixth Ave, Suite 1130
Portland, OR 97204
(503) 241-3506 or 1-800-423-6747
FAX (503) 241-9256
www.rivernetwork.org

Kettle Range Conservation Group
Willamette Riverkeeper

Willamette Riverkeeper uses grassroots education and advocacy to restore and protect the
health and use of Willamette Basin rivers and
streams.
408 SW 2nd Ave., Suite 210
Portland, Oregon 97204
(503) 223-6418
www.willamette-riverkeeper.org
WaterWatch of Oregon

Rivers need water: WaterWatch works to keep
water in its natural course-thus protecting
fish and wildlife, maintaining clean water,
and providing recreation to all Oregonians.
213 SW Ash St., Suite 208
Portland, OR 97204
(503) 295-4039
Info@waterwatch.org
www.waterwatch.org

Protecting ecosystem health for present and
future generations. Wilderness: Our Common
Heritage. Take a walk on the wild side at:
<http://www.wildwashington.org>
P.O. Box 150, Republic, Washington 99166
509-775-2667
http://www.televar.com/-tcoleman
NW Energy Coalition

A regional alliance of over 80 diverse community organizations and utilities, the NW
Energy Coalition promotes energy conservation, renewable energy, low income programs
and salmon restoration.
219 First Avenue South, Suite 100
Seattle, WA 98104
{206) 621-0094/ FAX (206) 621-0097
nwec@nwenergy.org
www.nwenergy.org/nwec
Pilchuck Audubon Society

Western Environmental Law center

WELC proudly represents activists, groups, and
tribes seeking to protect and restore the West's
forests, grasslands, wildlife, and communities.
1216 Lincoln Street
Eugene, Oregon 97401
(541) 485-2471/ FAX (541) 485-2457
westernlaw@welc.org
www.welc.org

The mission of Pilchuck Audubon Society is to
conserve and restore natural ecosystems,
focusing on birds and other wildlife for the
benefit of the Earth's biological diversity.
W. Darryl Thompson-President
1803 Hewitt Avenue, Suite 108
Everett, WA 98201
(425) 252-0926
FAX (425) 259-6873
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